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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 


 
SCHOOL BOARD * DOCKET NO. 2022-1863-DOE-IDEA 
 *  
IN THE MATTER OF *  
 *  
PARENTS ON BEHALF OF MINOR 
CHILD *  AGENCY LOG NO. 12-H-13 


****************************************************************************** 


ORDER DENYING MOTION TO DISMISS AND  
ADJUSTING RESOLUTION PERIOD FOR THIRTY DAYS  


TO COMPLETE MEDIATION  


 On May 18, 2022, School Board filed a Motion to Dismiss the request for due process 


hearing filed by Parents on behalf of Minor Child based on Parents failure to participate in the 


resolution process, including the adjusted resolution period for thirty days based on the parties’ 


agreement to attend mediation.  On May 24, 2022, Parents on behalf of Minor Child filed an 


Opposition to Motion to Dismiss.  On May 27, 2022, School Board filed a reply brief in support 


of its Motion to Dismiss.   


 This Tribunal is denying the Motion to Dismiss, but without prejudice.  The initial 


resolution meeting did not occur due to Parents’ non-participation.  Although Parent, the mother 


and attorney for Parents, indicated she was a witness in a federal murder trial, she was not 


sequestered and did not show she did not have access to emails to respond timely.  At that time, 


the parties agreed to proceed towards a resolution.  As requested by the parties, this Tribunal 


adjusted the resolution period for thirty days to allow the parties to proceed to mediation.  


Mediation did not occur during the adjusted resolution period.  School Board made reasonable 


efforts to schedule resolution meetings and mediation.  While there is evidence that Parents were 


unresponsive to School Boards’ reasonable efforts to schedule meetings and mediation, and they 


delayed participation in the resolution process until matters incidental to the request for a due 







process hearing were resolved, Parents ultimately notified School Board that Parents were willing 


to proceed to mediation, and School Board agreed to proceed to mediation.  School Board delayed 


the last scheduling attempts, although reasonable, because LEAP testing began.   


 The back-and-forth communications with delays and excuses are not allowed where the 


mandate is to participate in the resolution process (absent specific exceptions in the regulations 


not present under these facts).  In order to move this matter forward in the best interest of Minor 


Child, and because the last communications showed the parties agreed to schedule the mediation, 


this Tribunal is allowing one more opportunity for participation in the resolution process, a 


mandate under the federal and state regulations, as correctly briefed by School Board, or the matter 


will be dismissed.  


 This Tribunal is adjusting the resolution period for an additional thirty days from the 


issuance of this order, until July 1, 2022, for the parties to attend and complete mediation.  If there 


are any delays in exchanging schedules, contacting the Louisiana Department of Education 


(LDOE) to schedule the mediation, or any failure to participate in a scheduled mediation or 


resolution meeting, a party is to file the appropriate motion.   


 As stated in the May 24, 2022, Order Granting Motion to Extend Decision Deadline until 


September 12, 2022, the order applied only to an extension to schedule the hearing and issue the 


decision until after school commences; the order did not apply to extend the resolution period until 


after school commences.  The parties have until July 1, 2022, to attend and complete mediation 


with due diligence.  


 If the parties resolve the issues that form the basis of the due process hearing request 


through mediation or a resolution meeting, the parties are to file the appropriate motion to dismiss.  


If the parties do not resolve their issues and file the appropriate motion based on a resolution, a 







telephone prehearing conference will be conducted on July 11, 2022, at 1:00 p.m., to set the 


deadline to complete discovery, to schedule other prehearing deadlines, and to select the dates for 


the hearing on the merits.  The telephone prehearing conference previously scheduled for June 7, 


2022, at 1:00 p.m., and before the issuance of this order, is cancelled.  The hearing on the merits 


will be scheduled the first or second week after the school year commences in August 2022, to 


allow this Tribunal the appropriate time to consider the evidence and render a written decision.  


Therefore, should the parties be unsuccessful in reaching a resolution of this matter, discovery will 


be conducted during the summer months, despite School being closed for summer break.   


ORDER 


 IT IS ORDERED that School Board’s Motion to Dismiss the request for a due process 


hearing filed by Parents on behalf of Minor Child is DENIED without prejudice. 


 IT FURTHER ORDERED that the resolution period is adjusted until July 1, 2022, and 


the parties are to complete mediation and/or a resolution meeting by July 1, 2022, by 5:00 p.m.  


Failure to participate or unreasonably delay mediation or a resolution meeting will result in a 


dismissal of the request for a due process hearing. 


 IT FURTHER ORDERED that the June 7, 2022, 1:00 p.m., telephone prehearing 


conference is cancelled. 


 IT FURTHER ORDERED that a telephone prehearing conference will be conducted 


on July 11, 2022, at 1:00 p.m.  Instruction to participate are attached. 


 Rendered and signed on May 31, 2022, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 


 


      _____________________________ 
      Esther A. Redmann 


Administrative Law Judge 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


NOTICE OF TRANSMISSION OF DECISION OR ORDER 
 


I certify that on _____________________________, I have sent a copy of 


this decision/order to all parties of this matter. 


 


Clerk of Court 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


 
 


Tuesday, May 31, 2022







LEGEND 
 


 Parents      
 
 Child      
 
 School     Audubon Charter School  
 
 School Board    Orleans Parish School Board 


 Student Services Coordinator  Dustin Kohl 
 
 Principal    Adrienne Collopy 
 


 
 


                                                 
1 Sherry Sandler is appearing as both counsel for Parents on behalf of Minor Child and as Parent on behalf of Minor 
Child (Sherry Sandler-Zaghia. mother). 












STATE OF LOUISIANA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW


SCHOOL DISTRICT * DOCKET NO. 2022-4143-DOE-IDEA
*


IN THE MATTER OF *
*


PARENTS ON BEHALF OF CHILD * AGENCY LOG NO. 12-H-22
******************************************************************************


DECISION AND ORDER


School District1 filed a request for a due process hearing seeking a determination that its


educational evaluation of Child provided Child a free appropriate and public education as required


by the Individual with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).  School District proved its May 25,


2022, educational re-evaluation of Child substantially complied with the requirements of IDEA to


provide Child a free appropriate and public education (FAPE).


APPEARANCES


A Zoom hearing was held on August 25, 2022, before Administrative Law Judge Tameka


Johnson.  Present at the hearing on behalf of School District were: Wayne Stewart, counsel for


School District; Director of Special Education Services; Pupil Appraisal Services Supervisor;


School Psychologist; Educational Diagnostician; and School Social Worker.  Parents on behalf of


Child did not appear for the hearing.


JURISDICTIONAL AUTHORITY


This adjudication is conducted in accordance with IDEA, 20 United States Code Annotated


(U.S.C.A.) §1400 as adopted by Louisiana Revised Statutes (La. R.S.) 17:1941, et seq., Louisiana


Administrative Code (LAC) Title 28, Chapter XLIII, Bulletin 1706 and Bulletin 1508 promulgated


in accordance with La. R.S. 17:1941, et seq.,and the Division of Administrative Law’s enabling


1 Due to confidentiality requirements, all specific identifying information has been redacted from this decision.  See
attached legend for identifying information.
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legislation, La. R.S. 49:991, et seq.


STATEMENT OF THE CASE


On May 25, 2022, School District disseminated the results of Child’s re-evaluation that


was conducted at Parents’ request.  After Parents received the re-evaluation report, Parents


requested an independent educational evaluation (IEE) of Child at public expense.  On May 31,


2022, School District filed a due process hearing request seeking a determination that its May 25,


2022, re-evaluation of Child is appropriate, and that Parents are not entitled to an IEE at public


expense.


Notice of the hearing together with instructions on how to participate in the hearing were


mailed to Parents at their last known mailing address on July 27, 2022.  Parents did not participate


in the hearing.  At the hearing, School Psychologist, Educational Diagnostician, Pupil Appraisal


Services Supervisor, and School Social Worker testified for School District.  School District


offered five exhibits labeled SD-1 through SD-5, which were admitted into evidence.  At the end


of the witness testimony, School District presented argument and submitted the matter for a


determination of whether the May 25, 2022, re-evaluation complied with IDEA and provided


FAPE to Child.


School District made an oral Motion to Extend the Decision Deadline from August 31,


2022, to September 14, 2022.  The oral motion was granted, and the record was closed.


FINDINGS OF FACT


Mother and Father are the biological parents of Child.2  Child is nine years of age.3  During


the 2021-2022 school year, Child attended school under the jurisdiction of School District.4  Child


2 SD-5.
3 SD-1.
4 SD-5.
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has an exceptionality of Gifted.5  Parents attended a Gifted IEP meeting on March 17, 2022.6  At


the meeting, Parents expressed concern about helping Child manage emotions and frustration.7


Parents also expressed concern that Child’s behavior was affecting Child’s academics.8  Parents


gave permission to School District to conduct a re-evaluation of Child.9


School Psychologist was assigned as the evaluation coordinator.  The re-evaluation team


included School Psychologist, Educational Diagnostician, Social Worker, and pupil appraisal


professionals.  Parent (Child’s mother) participated in Child’s re-evaluation by participating in an


interview with Social Worker.10  Parent expressed concern with Child’s peer relations at school as


Child has been disciplined for hitting friends and having inappropriate peer relations.11  Parent also


expressed concern with Child’s sensory motor and behavior exhibited at school.12  Parent


associated Child’s sensory and behavioral issues with Child’s medical condition.13


A re-evaluation report was issued on May 25, 2022.14  The re-evaluation report indicated


the reason for the re-evaluation was health, social/emotional, assistive technology, and sensory


motor.15  The re-evaluation included Child’s interview, teacher interviews, psychological


assessments, functional behavior assessments, occupational therapy assessments, and an


educational assessment.16


5 Id.
6 Id.
7 Id.
8 Id.
9 Id.
10 SD-1, pp. 5-6.
11 SD-1, p. 6.
12 Id.
13 Id.
14 Id., at p. 1.
15 Id. At p. 2.
16 Id.
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Child and Teacher Interviews


The Evaluation Coordinator interviewed Child who indicated Child: gets into trouble at


school; does not get along with teachers; and gets along with classmates.17


Child’s English Language Arts (ELA) Teacher’s main concerns for Child were aggressive


behavior, communication, written expression, and redirection.18  Child’s ELA Teacher observed


that Child engages in immature behavior, is typically upset about something, and exhibits stronger


emotions if redirected.19  The ELA Teacher observed Child’s weaknesses to be emotional control,


written expression, and redirection from adults.20


Child’s Math Teacher’s main concerns for Child were emotions/behavior, communication


skills, and Child’s responses to redirections.21  The Math Teacher observed Child’s weaknesses to


be emotions/behavior, communication skills, and response to redirection.22


Child’s Science and Social Studies Teacher’s main concerns for Child were emotional


outbursts, redirection, task completion, and communication skills.23  The teacher observed Child’s


weaknesses to be taking redirection, appropriate emotional responses, and task completion.24


Child’s Gifted achievement, integrity, and maturity (AIM )Teacher 1 had no concerns but


observed that Child becomes frustrated at times and that Child’s weakness is working through


frustrations.25  Child’s AIM Gifted Teacher 2’s main concern was Child’s frustration level with


challenging AIM tasks.26  AIM Gifted Teacher 2 observed Child’s weaknesses to be lack of


17 SD-1, p. 3.
18 SD Exhibit 1, p. 4.
19 Id., at p. 4.
20 Id.
21 Id.
22 Id.
23 SD-1, p. 4.
24 Id.
25 Id.
26 Id.
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confidence at times and easily frustrated.27


The following interventions/accommodations have been implemented to assist Child:


Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP), counseling, breaks, sensory fidgets, extended time, and small


group, or individual testing.28


Psychological Assessments


The screening information from the School Building Level Committee (SBLC) revealed


that Child’s social/emotional/behavioral functioning was at risk.29  Areas of concern included:


Child sometimes prefers to play alone; sometimes does not have appropriate peer relations; always


struggles with transitions/change; sometimes engages in repetitive vocalizations/movements;


sometimes engages in self-injurious behaviors; always exhibits verbal/physical aggression;


sometimes appears withdrawn; always reacts inappropriately under normal circumstances; always


shows disrespect for authority; always loses temper; always refuses to comply; sometimes appears


anxious; always is unhappy; sometimes complains of somatic symptoms; sometimes lies;


sometimes wanders/daydreams; always has difficulty completing work; sometimes appears


restless/overactive; always fidgets/squirms; always lacks impulse control; and sometimes is


unmotivated.30  The screening information indicated that the psycho-social stressors that may


impact Child’s academic and/or social functioning is a chronic illness/health condition.31


Based on information from the teachers and Parents, Child exhibits some behavior


concerns in the regular education classroom.32  Child’s behaviors are not significant across settings


(gifted classroom and home).33  Child’s behavioral concerns seem to emerge when Child is asked


27 Id.
28 Id.
29 SD-1, p. 9.
30 Id.
31 Id.
32 Id., at p. 14.
33 Id.
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to do a writing assignment or something Child does not feel like doing, or when Child is redirected


or reprimanded.34  The psychological assessment revealed that Child was making adequate


progress and behaviors did not significantly affect Child’s educational performance.35


Functional Behavioral Assessment


Functional behavior assessments (FBAs) were completed by Child’s teachers.  Child’s


AIM Teachers and the science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEAM) enrichment


teacher reported that they have not observed any problem behaviors from Child.36  Child’s ELA,


Science and Social Studies Teachers reported the following behavior concerns: refusal to comply,


anger outbursts/tantrums, destructive, and physical aggression.37  The typical intensity of the


behaviors were described as medium to high.38  The behaviors typically occur in core classes that


have writing assignments.39  The behaviors occur with the teachers as well as some peers.40


The reason the behaviors occur is to gain power/control and to escape an activity/task.41


Additionally, the behaviors occur when Child struggles to write thoughts on paper, gets frustrated


with having to erase or add information, and not having enough room to write.42  The FBA was


used to create a formal BIP for Child.43  Environmental changes, structure, and interventions that


will be utilized to remove Child’s need to engage in inappropriate behaviors include:44 social


stories/role plays with teacher; SPED teachers, or counselor; teach and model appropriate ways to


express frustration; teach replacement behaviors; limit verbal communication in moments of


34 Id.
35 SD-1, p. 15.
36 Id. at p. 12.
37 Id.
38 Id.
39 Id.
40 SD-1, p. 12.
41 Id. at p. 13.
42 Id.
43 Id.
44 Id. at p. 14.
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frustration; break cards with choices of appropriate ways to express frustration; allow a cool down


time in order to de-escalate; referral to counselor; allow Child to go to the restroom or run an


errand to de-escalate; allow Child to eat a snack from lunch box quietly at Child’s desk at 2:30


p.m.; give positive feedback/reinforcement to Child; allow Child to use a fidget object; journal;


use emoji cards to let teachers know what Child is feeling; and provide consequences for


behavior.45


Occupational Therapy Assessment


Child was cooperative and attentive to tasks requested during the evaluation.46  Child’s eye


contact was appropriate.47  Child’s writing speed was rushed.  Child’s handwriting is legible.  Child


reported a dislike of writing because it “takes a lot of time.”48  Child reported hand fatigue with


longer writing assignments.49  Child did need prompting and encouragement to complete the fine


motor portion of the assessment.50  The occupational therapy assessment results revealed that Child


did not have any assistive technology needs, nor any qualifying weaknesses and therefore, did not


qualify for occupational therapy services.51


Educational Assessment


Progress monitoring data including screening information, school data review, and report


card grades were included in the re-evaluation.52  Child was polite and cooperative during the


assessment.53  During the writing sample subtest, Child became upset.54  The subtest required Child


45 SD-1, p. 14.
46 Id.
47 Id.
48 Id.
49 Id.
50 SD-1, p. 14.
51 Id. at p. 15.
52 Id. at p. 2.
53 Id. at p. 7.
54 Id.
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to write a sentence using a picture prompt or a given word.55  Child was not upset during the


writing fluency subtest.56  The writing fluency subtest required Child to create a sentence using


certain words.57  Child attempted all problems presented.58


The Woodcock-Johnson IV test was administered to determine Child’s academic


achievement and specific strengths and weaknesses.59  The Woodcock-Johnson IV Tests of


Achievement is an individually administered, norm-referenced achievement test that measures a


student’s performance in four curricular areas, reading, mathematics, written language, and


academic knowledge.60


Child’s basic reading skills standard score was 123 with a 94 percentile; letter-word


identification standard score was 120 with a 91 percentile; and word attack standard score was 123


with a 94 percentile.61  Child’s reading comprehension standard score was 110 with a 75 percentile;


passage comprehension was 109 with a 72 percentile; and reading recall standard score was 110


with a 75 percentile.62  Child’s reading fluency standard score was 117 with an 87 percentile; oral


reading standard score was 122 with a 93 percentile; and sentence reading fluency was 114 with a


83 percentile.63


Child’s reading scores suggested skills are above grade level.64  Relative strengths include


phonemic awareness, alphabetic principle/phonics, reading fluency/oral reading skills, vocabulary


development, and reading comprehension.65


55 Id.
56 Id.
57 Id.
58 SD-1, p. 7.
59 Id.
60 Id.
61 SD-1, p. 8.
62 Id.
63 Id.
64 Id.
65 Id.
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Child’s math calculation skills standard score was 109 with a 74 percentile; calculation


standard score was 119 with a 90 percentile; and math facts fluency standard score was 101 with


a 54 percentile.66  Child’s math problem solving standard score was 133 with a 99 percentile;


applied problems standard score was 132 with a 98 percentile; and number matrices standard score


was 128 with a 97 percentile.67


Child’s math scores suggested skills are above grade level.68  Relative strengths include


basic number concepts, meaning of operations, geometric concepts, automatic recall of number


facts, computational algorithms, functional math skills, problem-solving skills, and numerical


reasoning.69  The results were consistent with the teacher’s observation and testing.70


Child’s written expression standard score was 113 with an 80 percentile;71 writing samples


standard score was 115 with an 84 percentile; and sentence writing fluency standard score was 105


with a 63 percentile.72


Child’s written expression scores suggest skills are above grade level.73  Relative strengths


include spelling, capitalization/punctuation, sentence structure, vocabulary, elaboration of detail,


quality, clarity, and/or organization of ideas, and writing fluency.74  The results were “somewhat”


consistent with teacher’s observations.75  Teachers reported Child performed above grade level,


but written expression was a concern, as Child does not enjoy writing and will get upset or


emotional at times when asked to write.76  The educational assessment results revealed average to


66 Id.
67 SD-1, p. 8.
68 Id.
69 Id.
70 Id.
71 Id.
72 Id.
73 SD-1, p. 8.
74 Id.
75 Id.
76 Id.
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above average scores in reading, math, and written expression.77


The re-evaluation team concluded that Child did not meet eligibility criteria for an


additionally exceptionality according to the Louisiana Department of Education, Pupil Appraisal


Handbook.78  Child continued to qualify for the exceptionality of Gifted as well as a Section 504


Individual Accommodation Plan, BIP, and a Health Care Plan.  Child’s medical impairment was


reported to be constipation.79


The re-evaluation team participants signed the re-evaluation.80  The team recommended


that Child continued to meet the criteria for the exceptionality of Gifted.81  On May 25, 2022, the


re-evaluation team presented to Parent (Child’s mother) the information gathered during the


evaluation as well as the team’s recommendation.82  Parent signed the re-evaluation report


indicating that she disagreed with the re-evaluation.83  Parent requested an IEE at public expense.


School District filed the due process hearing to demonstrate that the re-evaluation disseminated on


May 25, 2022, was appropriate and complied with Louisiana Bulletin 1508.


CONCLUSIONS OF LAW


School Board met its burden in proving Child’s May 25, 2022, re-evaluation substantially


complied with Louisiana Bulletin 1508.


IDEA seeks to ensure that all children with exceptionalities have available to them FAPE.


IDEA establishes procedures for the local school districts and parents to collaborate and develop


IEP’s for children with disabilities.  As part of the process, the school districts evaluate children


for exceptionalities and determine their educational needs.


77 Id. at p. 15.
78 Id. at p. 16.
79 Id.
80 Id. at p. 18.
81 Id.
82 Id.
83 Id.
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General Discussion of IDEA


The United States Supreme Court in Board of Education v. Rowley declined to establish an


overarching standard to evaluate the education provided under IDEA.  Instead, it set forth a two-


prong inquiry to decide if a child has been denied FAPE.84  “First, has the State complied with the


procedures set forth in the Act?  Second, is the individualized educational program developed


through the Act’s procedures reasonably calculated to enable the child to receive educational


benefits?”85  The Rowley inquiry was expanded upon in Endrew F. ex rel. Joseph F. v. Douglas


County School District RE-1, finding that IDEA requires an educational program reasonably


calculated to enable a child to make progress appropriate in light of the child’s circumstances.86


The FAPE required by IDEA “need not be the best possible one, nor one that will maximize


the child's educational potential; rather, it need only be an education that is specifically designed


to meet the child's unique needs, supported by services that will permit him ‘to benefit’ from the


instruction.”87  The IDEA guarantees a “basic floor” of opportunity, “specifically designed to meet


the child's unique needs, supported by services that will permit him to benefit from the


instruction.”88  Still, the educational benefit “cannot be a mere modicum or de minimus; rather, an


IEP must be likely to produce progress, not regression or trivial educational advancement.”89


In the instant case, Parents requested an IEE at public expense.  School District requested


a due process hearing seeking a determination that its re-evaluation complied with IDEA’s


procedural requirements.


84 458 U.S. 176 (1982).
85 Rowley, 456 U.S. at 206-07.
86 137 S. Ct. 988, 1001 (2007).
87 R.P. ex rel. R.P. v. Alamo Heights Indep. Sch. Dist., 703 F. 3d 801, 809 (5th Cir. 2012) (quoting Cypress-Fairbanks
Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael F., 118 F. 3d 245, 247-48 (5th Cir. 1997).
88 See Michael F., 118 F. 3d 245, 247-48 (5th Cir. 1997); see also Bd. of Educ. v. Rowley, 458 U. S. 176, 200 (1982).
89 Richardson Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael Z, 580 F.3d 286, 292 (5th Cir. 2009) (citing Michael F., 118 F. 3d at 248).
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Burden of Proof


As the party seeking relief, School District must prove that its May 25, 2022, re-evaluation


substantially complied with the appropriate procedures to identify Child’s exceptionalities and


provide Child FAPE in a manner reasonably calculated to enable Child to receive educational


benefits.90


A school district’s individual educational evaluation must substantially comply with the


state regulatory requirements.  The Fifth Circuit in Seth B. ex rel Donald B. v. Orleans Parish


School Board requires that an educational evaluation must “substantially comply” with Louisiana


Bulletin 1508’s criteria to comply with IDEA.91  Those criteria are found in LAC 28:CI. §1105 to


§1515.  The relevant criteria to Child’s re-evaluation are discussed below.


Reevaluation procedures92


The re-evaluation team that conducted the re-evaluation of Child included School


Psychologist, Educational Diagnostician, Social Worker, and pupil appraisal professionals. The


re-evaluation procedures are established by LAC 28:CI §1105.


A. When a re-evaluation is conducted, an appropriate evaluation coordinator will
be assigned.  The evaluation coordinator or the other designated personnel will
notify parents, teachers, related service personnel, an official designee of the LEA,
and other appropriate personnel of the purpose of the upcoming re-evaluation; and
will ensure that procedures below are followed:
1. obtain informed parental consent;
2. review evaluations and information provided by the parents of the student;
3. review information provided by the student, when appropriate;
4. review educational history, including all previous evaluation reports;


90 LAC 28:XLIII.511.J.
91 810 F.3d 961, 977-78 (5th Cir. 1/13/2016).
92 LAC 28:CI.1105.
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5. review progress monitoring data provided by the teacher(s) and related services
providers to determine the student’s involvement and progress in the general
education curriculum;
6. review or conduct a functional behavioral assessment, if behavior is a concern;
7. review data based on observations conducted by teachers and related service
providers;
8. complete any re-evaluation requirements for the specific disabilities noted;
9. review transitional needs as part of all reevaluations occurring after student’s
fifteenth birthday.
B. On the basis of this review and input from the student’s parents, identify what
additional data, if any, are needed to determined:
1. whether the student continues to have the same exceptionality and the
educational needs of the student;
2. the present levels of academic achievement and related developmental needs of
the student;
3. whether the student continues to need special education and related services; and
4. whether any additions or modifications to the special education and related
services are needed to enable the student to meet the measurable annual goals set
out in the student’s IEP and to participate, as appropriate, in the general education
curriculum.93


School District substantially complied with Louisiana Bulletin 1508 requirements.  School


Psychologist was assigned as the Evaluation Coordinator.  In accordance with the regulation, the


Evaluation Coordinator was responsible for ensuring all procedures were followed.  Parent gave


consent for the re-evaluation.  Parent (Child’s mother) attended the dissemination meeting May


25, 2022, where the re-evaluation was discussed.  Parent signed the May 25, 2022, re-evaluation


report indicating that she disagreed with the re-evaluation.


As required, the Evaluation Coordinator interviewed Child.  Child indicated the following:


gets into trouble at school; does not get along with the teachers; and gets along with classmates.


93 Id.
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The Evaluation Coordinator ensured that Parent was also interviewed.  Parent was interviewed by


Social Worker.  Parent provided information about Child’s strengths, weaknesses, and all relevant


educational and medical information.  The educational assessment showed Child’s skills in


reading, math, and written expression were above grade level.


The re-evaluation included progress monitoring data including screening information,


school data review, and report card grades.  A FBA was conducted as a part of the re-evaluation


which showed that Child refused to comply, had anger/outbursts/tantrums, destructive, and


physical aggression.  The FBA was used to create a BIP.  The re-evaluation team reviewed data


based on teacher observations.  Child’s teachers observed Child’s weaknesses to be taking


redirection, appropriate emotional responses, task completion, lack of confidence at times, and


easily frustrated.  The BIP was modified to address these behaviors.


Based on the re-evaluation, the team determined that Child continues to have the


exceptionality of Gifted.  There was sufficient data in the re-evaluation to determine Child’s


present levels of performance and educational needs.  The educational assessment revealed


average to above average scores in reading, math, and written expression.  The re-evaluation


contained sufficient data to determine that Child continued to need special education.


The data revealed that Child did not have any assistive technology needs and did not


demonstrate a need for intervention in the area of Occupational Therapy.  The re-evaluation


contained sufficient data to demonstrate a need to modify Child’s BIP to address peer and adult


interactions and defiance/aggression.


Independent Educational Evaluation


If a Parent requests an independent educational evaluation at public expense, the public


agency shall, without unnecessary delay, either:
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a. File a request for due process hearing to show that its evaluation is appropriate; or


b. ensure that an independent educational evaluation is provided at public expense


Parent disagreed with the May 25, 2022, re-evaluation and requested an IEE.  School District


promptly filed a request for due process hearing.  The evidence established School District


substantially complied with the requirements of Louisiana Bulletin 1508, and the May 25, 2022,


re-evaluation is appropriate.  Parents are not entitled to an IEE at public expense.


ORDER


IT IS ORDERED that School District’s re-evaluation of Child completed May 25, 2022,


substantially complied with the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.


IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Parents are not entitled to an Independent Educational


Evaluation at public expense.


Rendered and signed on September 13, 2022, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.


________________________________
Tameka Johnson
Administrative Law Judge
Division of Administrative Law


REVIEW RIGHTS


This hearing decision is final unless it is appealed.  Any aggrieved party has the right to
appeal the findings and decision by filing a civil action within ninety (90) days from the date of
this decision in a state court of competent jurisdiction or in a district court of the United States in
accordance with Louisiana Administrative Code 28:XLIII.516.


NOTICE OF TRANSMISSION OF DECISION OR ORDER 
 


I certify that on _____________________________, I have sent a copy of 


this decision/order to all parties of this matter. 


 


Clerk of Court 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


 
 


Wednesday, September 14, 2022
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LEGEND


Parents  (Mother)
 (Father)


Child


Director of Special Education Services Lillian Holley


Pupil Appraisal Services Supervisor Shawne Marsala


School Psychologist/Evaluation Coordinator Jesse Rogers


Educational Diagnostician Joley Scott
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 


 
SCHOOL BOARD * DOCKET NO. 2021-8129-DOE-IDEA 
 *  
IN THE MATTER OF *  
 *  
PARENT ON BEHALF OF MINOR * AGENCY LOG NO. 12-H-04 
****************************************************************************** 


DECISION AND ORDER1 


Parent on behalf of Minor filed a due process hearing request against School Board under 


Individuals with Disabilities Educational Improvement Act, alleging that School Board denied 


Minor a fair appropriate public education (FAPE) by (1) failing to implement Minor’s 


Individualized Education Program (IEP) as written and failing to provide the accommodations and 


services determined appropriate and necessary by Minor’s IEP; (2) failing to properly evaluate and 


identify Minor as possibly needing additional related services; (3) failing to provide Parent with a 


sufficient Prior Written Notice detailing the items School Board refused with reasoning; and (4) 


failing to provide Minor with a safe environment in accordance with the IEP.  Parent failed to 


prove that School Board denied Minor FAPE.  


APPEARANCES 


A seven-day hearing was conducted on March 10, 11, 23, 24, 25, April 5 and 6, 2022, in 


Baton Rouge, before Administrative Law Judge Adaora Chukudebelu.  Appearing at the hearing 


on all days were Parent as a self-represented litigant on behalf of Minor; School Board, through 


its counsel of record Wayne T. Stewart; and School Board’s Representative/Director of Special 


Education Services.   


            The following testified at the hearing: Parent; School Board’s Representative/Director of 


 
1 Due to confidentiality requirements, all specific identifying information has been redacted from this decision.  See 
attached Appendix of Terms for identifying information. 
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Special Education Services; Parent Advocate; Cofounder and Codirector of Step Up; Grandfather; 


School Nurse; Chief Academic Officer; Purchasing Coordinator Area Supervisor; Exceptional 


Student Services Transportation Supervisor; Supervisor of Health Services; Project Manager for 


External Partnerships; Parent Family Engagement Specialist; Dean of Students; School Counselor; 


Adapted Physical Educator; Program Facilitator; Exceptional Student Services Supervisor; 


Psychologist, Board-Certified Behavioral Analyst; Exceptional Student Services Paraprofessional; 


Exceptional Student Services Instructional Specialist; Deaf and Hard of Hearing Teacher; 


Principal; Child Specific Paraprofessional for Minor;  Interim Chief of Schools; Special Education 


Teacher for Minor; Speech Pathologist for Minor; and Exceptional Student Services Supervisor 


for Elementary Programs.  


JURISDICTIONAL AUTHORITY 


This adjudication is conducted in accordance with IDEA, 20 U.S.C. § 1400, et seq. and 34 


C.F.R. §300 et seq.; La. R.S. 17:1941, et seq.; Louisiana Bulletin 1508, Louisiana Administrative 


Code (LAC) 28:CI; Louisiana Bulletin 1706, Regulations for Implementation of the Children with 


Exceptionalities Act, LAC 28:XLIII; Louisiana Bulletin 1530, IEP Handbook for Students with 


Exceptionalities, LAC 28:XCVII, and the Division of Administrative Law’s (DAL) enabling 


legislation, La. R.S. 49:991, et seq.   


STATEMENT OF THE CASE 


On December 3, 2021, the Louisiana Department of Education received Parent’s due 


process hearing request, on behalf of Minor, against School Board.  In  request, Parent alleged 


that School Board denied Minor FAPE, violated Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 


and violated the Americans with Disabilities Act.2  Parent alleged that School Board denied Minor 


 
2 Parent’s allegation regarding violations of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act were excluded because the tribunal does not have the statutory authority to adjudicate the subject 
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FAPE by: 


1. Failing to implement Minor’s IEP as written and failing to provide the accommodations 


and services determined appropriate and necessary by Minor’s IEP;  


2. Failing to properly evaluate and identify Minor as possibly needing additional related 


services;  


3. Failing to provide Parent with a sufficient Prior Written Notice detailing the items School 


Board refused with reasoning; and  


4. Failing to provide Minor with a safe environment in accordance with the IEP. 


Parent argued that  met  burden of proving that School Board denied Minor FAPE 


as listed in  due process hearing request.   stressed that School Board failed to address  


concerns, specifically reimbursing  for providing food to Minor and driving Minor to school. 


School Board maintained that it provided FAPE to Minor, and that Parent failed to meet 


burden of showing a denial of FAPE. 


Parent provided documentary and audio exhibits. Parent’s documentary exhibits were 


admitted as follows: Exhibits P 24 - 25; P 26 (pages 1-2, 4-8, 10-13, 15-18); P 28 (pages 1-14, 15 


(items 1-3)); P 30 (pages 6-11); P 31; P 34; P 39; P 40 (pages 1-11); P 42-48; P 49 (pages 1-4, 6-


13); P 50; and P 52.  Parent’s audio exhibits were admitted as follows: Exhibits P 1 (segment 


6:55:15 – 7:31:02); P 6 (segments 1:18:56.48 –  1:19:20.87; 0 – 31.05; 55:09.90 – 55:37.26; 


57:54.19 – 57:58.80; and 58:05.02 – 58:38.98; 48:19.50 – 48:22.96; and  58:10.03 – 58:20.06); P 


9 (segments 52:47.50 – 53:36.10; 1:24:20.40 – 1:25:25.99; 1:35:42.01 – 1:37:12.46; 1:45:59.76 – 


1:46:54.37); P 11(segments 9:30.86 – 10:44.26; 11:13.95 – 12:01.85); P 12 (segments 3:09:51.50 


– 3:10:04.06; 3:21:35.34 – 3:22:32.60; 3:22:35.83 – 3:23:34.32;); P 14 (segment 11:15.81 – 


 
matter of those claims.  The tribunal upheld its ruling regarding subject matter jurisdiction during the hearing by 
sustaining objections of School Board where Parent reasserted those issues. 
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13:12.47); P 16 (segment 16:28:07 – 16:48:23); P 18 (segments 0 – 8.42; 49.65 – 54.88; 12.70 – 


34.04; 2:34.72 – 3:00.15; 3:00.15 – 3:30.73; 3:57.35 – 4:09.87; and 58.50 – 1:06.44).   


School Board provided documentary exhibits and exhibits SB 1 – SB 18 were admitted.   


At the conclusion of the hearing, the parties requested the opportunity to file post-hearing 


briefs.  School Board’s counsel requested that the parties be allowed time to review the transcript 


of the proceeding and submit post-hearing briefs.  The parties were ordered to submit their post- 


post-hearing briefs on or before 5:00 p.m. on April 27, 2022, with the record closing on April 27, 


2022.  On April 7, 2022, School Board attorney, with consent from Parent, filed a Motion to Extend 


Decision Deadline.  The tribunal issued an order on April 7, 2022, extending the deadline to mail 


the decision from May 13, 2022, to June 6, 2022.     


Due to a delay in receiving the hearing transcript, the parties, on April 21, 2022, moved for 


an extension of the deadline to (a) review the hearing transcript and notify the Division of 


Administrative Law (DAL) of any errors, and (b) submit post-hearing briefs to DAL, which was 


granted.  The deadline to review the hearing transcript and notify the DAL of any errors was 


extended from 5:00 PM on April 22, 2022, to 5:00 PM on April 28, 2022; the deadline to submit 


post-hearing briefs was extended from 5:00 PM on April 27, 2022, to 5:00 PM on May 3, 2022.  


The tribunal extended the record closed date from 5:00 PM on April 27, 2022, to 5:00 PM on May 


3, 2022.  On April 26, 2022, the parties moved for additional time, until 5:00 PM on April 29, 


2022, to review the hearing transcript and notify DAL of any errors. The motion was granted. 


On April 22, 2022, School Board attorney, with consent from Parent, filed a Motion to 


Extend Decision Deadline due to the delay in receiving the transcript.  The tribunal issued an order 


on April 25, 2022, extending the deadline to mail the decision from June 6, 2022, to June 13, 2022.     


The parties submitted post-hearing briefs on May 3, 2022, and the tribunal closed the 
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record on May 3, 2022. 


FINDINGS OF FACT 


Minor is the biological son of Parent.  Parent is the legal guardian of Minor.  Minor, an 


eight-year-old student enrolled at School, has been identified by School Board with a primary 


exceptionality of autism and a secondary exceptionality of other health impairment.  Minor is a 


student with a disability under IDEA residing in the School Board’s district.  Minor is eligible to 


receive special education and related services from the School Board as defined by Minor’s IEP, 


designed by an IEP Team and implemented by the School Board specifically for Minor.  Minor 


receives the following related/special services: speech therapy, occupational therapy, school health 


services, special services, adapted physical education (APE),3 and assistive technology.4  Minor’s 


Science, Social Studies, Art/Music, and PE classes are with the regular education teacher.5   


March 19, 2021, IEP 


An IEP meeting was held on March 19, 2021.  Parent was given prior notice of the 


meeting.6  During the March 19, 2021, IEP meeting Minor was 7 years old and in first grade.7   


Minor had been receiving special education services since March of 2017.8  The IEP was 


developed with 28 participants including: Parent, Minor’s grandfather, IEP Facilitator, Minor’s 


Special Education Teacher, Minor’s Adapted PE Teacher, Minor’s Regular Education Teacher, 


School Nurse, Speech/Language Pathologist, Principal, Occupational Therapist, Lead 


Occupational Therapist, Board-Certified Behavioral Analyst, and Educational Diagnostician.9 


Minor’s primary exceptionality was Autism, and Minor’s other exceptionality was Other 


 
3 Testimony of Adapted Physical Educator, Transcript Hearing Day 2, pp. 130-140. 
4 SB 2, p. 3; Testimony Supervisor Exceptional Student Services, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 146. 
5 SB 7A, p. 21. 
6 SB 5, pp. 33-36. 
7 SB 5, p. 2. 
8 SB 5, p. 2. 
9 SB 5, p. 1. 
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Health Impairment.10  Minor qualified to ride a special school bus with a child-specific aide.11  


Minor was in the regular classroom less than 40 percent of the day.12  The IEP team noted that 


Minor’s academic, communication, and social skills indicate the need for a highly structured 


environment, and that services can be appropriately implemented in a setting that is inside the 


regular classroom less than 40 percent of the school day.13  The IEP team also agreed that this 


placement will serve Minor best and that it is the least restrictive environment for Minor.14  


Minor received the following special services for each five-day school week: special 


education instruction two sessions of 280 minutes; APE two sessions of 30 minutes;15 


speech/language therapy services two sessions of 30 minutes; occupational therapy one session of 


30 minutes; and special education instruction three sessions of 310 minutes.16   


Minor has a severe allergic reaction to milk and soy.17  Early warning signs are shortness 


of breath, wheezing, itching, swelling, hoarseness, cough, hives, itchy skin, nausea, vomiting, and 


thread pulse.18  An EpiPen is available on campus for Minor’s use.19   


Minor is able to feed  independently using utensils.20  Dysphagia puts Minor at risk 


for aspiration.21 To prevent aspiration maltodextrin/xanthan gum (thickener) is added to thicken 


Minor’s liquids to nectar-thick consistency; Parent sends pre-thickened liquids to school.22  Parent 


also supplies meals and snacks for Minor’s consumption.23   


 
10 SB 5, p. 1. 
11 SB 5, p. 20. 
12 SB 5, p. 1. 
13 SB 5, p. 21. 
14 SB 5, pp. 21, 24. 
15 SB 5, p. 21; Testimony of Adapted Physical Educator, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 136. 
16 SB 5, p. 21. 
17 SB 5, p. 2. 
18 SB 5, p. 5. 
19 SB 5, p. 2.  
20 SB 5, p. 2. 
21 SB 5, p. 5.  
22 SB 5, p. 5. 
23 SB 5, p. 5. 
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Minor is primarily non-verbal24 and has a total communication system at School.25  Minor 


uses gestures, sign language, picture exchange, verbalization, and/or a touch screen tablet to 


communicate and participate in school activities.26  Minor is brought to the restroom on a regular 


schedule using a picture icon as a transition object.27  Minor has an existing health care plan, a 


communication plan, behavioral support recommendations, and emergency plan.28  An updated 


health care plan and emergency plan were attached to the IEP.29 


The March 19, 2021, IEP reflect that School administrators/school personnel will 


implement Minor’s existing health care plan, behavioral support recommendations and emergency 


plan.  Minor will be mainstreamed in the regular classroom setting – 30 minutes twice a week with 


the assistance of a paraprofessional.30  School nurse will train service providers about 


administering EpiPen and seizure precautions.31  All service providers must be given a copy of 


Minor’s health care plan, behavioral support recommendations and emergency plan.32  American 


Sign Language (ASL) will be provided to school personnel and service providers.33  There will be 


opportunities for Parent and family to undergo ASL training using multiple formats.34  Minor has 


qualified to have a child-specific paraprofessional.35  Minor’s child-specific paraprofessional is 


with Minor daily;36 she accompanies Minor to the regular education classes,37 provides assistance 


 
24 SB 5, p. 2. 
25 SB 5, p. 2. 
26 SB 5, p. 2. 
27 SB 5, p. 2. 
28 SB 5, p. 2 
29 SB 5, p. 2. 
30 SB 5, p. 24. 
31 SB 5, p. 24. 
32 SB 5, p. 22. 
33 SB 5, p. 22. 
34 SB 5, p. 24. 
35 SB 5, p. 24. 
36 Testimony of Child Specific Paraprofessional for Minor, Transcript Hearing Day 3, p. 233. 
37 Testimony of Child Specific Paraprofessional for Minor, Transcript Hearing Day 3, p. 241. 
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with spelling and writing,38 and implements Minor’s transition plan.39  Minor has qualified to ride 


the special bus with a child-specific aide.40  Parent participated in the March 19, 2021, IEP 


meeting.41  Parent noted on March 29, 2021, that  had not received the final copy of the March 


19, 2021, IEP, and that  concerns/parking lot issues had not been addressed by School Board.42  


The authorization to release confidential information regarding Minor’s health plan, soy/milk 


allergy seizure plan, and medication signed on September 5, 2020, by Parent shows that the release 


will expire in nine months because  did not specify an expiration date.43   


During the March 19, 2021, IEP meeting, Parent expressed many concerns including: 


Minor’s other medical diagnoses, transportation safety, Minor’s safety, Minor’s private therapy, 


Minor’s communication modalities, Minor’s goals, and that staff needs to be trained on the use of 


EpiPen because of Minor’s severe allergy to milk and soy.44  The March 19, 2021, IEP reflects in 


the parental concern portion of the IEP, that Parent will provide all meals, snacks, and drinks pre-


thickened per School Board Dietary stipend to prevent cross-contamination.45  The IEP reflects 


that Parent and School Board agreed for Parent to continue to transport Minor to and from 


School.46 


Minor has difficulty in all academic areas of the general curriculum.47  Minor functional 


needs are gross motor skills, fine motor skills, communication, behavior, and social.48  The IEP 


 
38 Testimony of Child Specific Paraprofessional for Minor, Transcript Hearing Day 3, p. 252. 
39 Testimony of Child Specific Paraprofessional for Minor, Transcript Hearing Day 3, pp. 235 - 236. 
40 SB 5, p. 24. 
41 SB 5, p. 37. 
42 SB 5, p. 37. 
43 SB 5, p. 68. 
44 SB 5, p. 3. 
45 SB 5, p. 3. 
46 SB 5, p. 3. 
47 SB 5, p. 3. 
48 SB 5, p. 3. 
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documents that Minor learns best using auditory methods.49  Minor’s report card for the second 


nine weeks indicate the following grades: ELA-B, Mathematics-B, Science-A, and Social Studies-


A.50  Minor  has achieved one out of three objectives in mathematics, one out of three objectives 


in behavior, one out of four objectives in gross motor, and one out of three objectives in 


writing/sensory processing.51   


The following interventions are used to address Minor’s academic performance: reteach 


and computer-based programs designed to strengthen Minor’s reading and math skills.52  Minor 


accesses information using a total communication system at school, gestures, sign language, 


picture exchange, verbalization, and/or a touch screen tablet to communicate and participate in 


activities at school, visuals, and human reader.53  Minor qualifies for APE services.54 


Minor exhibits behavior that interferes with Minor’s educational performance.55  Minor 


has completed a Functional behavioral assessment.56  Minor’s ABA team continues to 


collaborate.57  Minor is a flight risk, and  runs off without regard for Minor’s own safety.58  


Minor has difficulty maintaining attention and needs reminders to refocus Minor’s attention.59  


When Minor is engaged in an activity, Minor seems to enjoy completing work.60  At the time of 


the IEP, Minor was working on remaining seated with adult proximity.61  The teacher and 


 
49 SB 5, p. 3. 
50 SB 5, p. 4. 
51 SB 5, p. 4. 
52 SB 5, p. 4. 
53 SB 5, p. 4. 
54 SB 5, p. 4. 
55 SB 5, p. 4. 
56 SB 5, p. 4; Testimony of Board-Certified Behavioral Analyst, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 210. 
57 SB 5, p. 4. 
58 SB 5, p. 4. 
59 SB 5, p. 4. 
60 SB 5, pp. 2, 4. 
61 SB 5, p. 4. 
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paraprofessional use prompting and redirection.62 Minor has difficulty with transitions.63  Some 


of the interventions and strategies used to decrease the undesirable behavior include visual/verbal 


prompts to on-task behavior, providing choices when Minor is frustrated with a task, social/life 


skills training, free time, “first-then” redirecting strategy, and reward system.64  Music is used at 


times to entice Minor to line up.65  


The IEP reflects that Minor has several communication needs.  Minor’s primary language 


is English.  Minor has access to low and high tech assistive technology systems throughout Minor’s 


educational day, which he uses for receptive and expressive communication.66  Minor uses 


gestures and verbalizations spontaneously and has access to 2x2 inch colored and black and white 


picture symbols along with a 10” touch screen, dynamic display tablet.67  Parent asked that sign 


support be incorporated into Minor’s educational day, which was initiated.68 


Minor’s academic strengths include the following: identifying numbers from 0-31 as noted 


through the teacher checklist on January 8, 2021, matching letters of Minor’s first and last name, 


and sorting shapes by size and color.69  The March 19, 2021, IEP contains seven instructional plans 


each with measurable academic/functional goals, and methods of measurements for the following 


content areas: (a) Reading/Spelling;70 (b) Mathematics;71 (c) Compliance/Following Directions;72 


 
62 SB 5, p. 4. 
63 SB 5, p. 4; Testimony of testimony of Child Specific Paraprofessional for Minor, Transcript Hearing Day 3, pp. 
233, 235, 241, 252; Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 92. 
64 SB 5, p. 4. 
65 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 96. 
66 SB 5, p. 4. 
67 SB 5, p. 4. 
68 SB 5, p. 48. 
69 SB 5, p. 2. 
70 SB 5, p. 6. 
71 SB 5, p. 7. 
72 SB 5, p. 8. 
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(d) Language;73 (e) Gross motor;74 (f) Social Interaction/ Self Expressions;75 and (g) 


Writing/Sensory Processing.76  The methods of measurements included teacher-made tests, 


checklists; observational data; documentation logs; work samples; and performance-based 


assessment.77   


(a) Reading/Spelling  


In the content area of Reading/Spelling, Minor’s IEP goal is that given verbal cues, visual 


support, three choices, and sign support, Minor will identify characters and setting in a story, 


answer questions about key details in a story, and spell, read or point to the words named with 80 


percent accuracy as measured by teacher-made tests and observational data by the end of the IEP 


year.78  


The May 20, 2021, IEP progress report documents Minor made sufficient progress towards 


the IEP goal such that when given verbal cues, visual support, sign support, and when presented a 


list of consonant vowel consonant (CVC) words with increasing difficulty over time, Minor is able 


to correctly  spell/read/point to the word named with 80 percent accuracy as measured by teacher-


made tests and observational data.79  Minor’s special education teacher documented in the IEP that 


Minor has five new CVC words each week and that they would continue with new words in the 


fall.80 


(b) Mathematics 


 In the content area of Mathematics, Minor’s IEP goal is that given manipulatives, verbal 


 
73 SB 5, p. 9. 
74 SB 5, p. 10. 
75 SB 5, p. 11. 
76 SB 5, p. 12. 
77 SB 5, pp. 6-12. 
78 SB 5, p. 6. 
79 SB 5, pp. 81, 88. 
80 SB 5, pp. 81, 88. 
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cues, frequent review/practice, sign support, and sensory strategies, Minor will add/subtract within 


10, count up to 20 objects, and compare two objects with a measurable attribute in common 


(more/less, >, <, or =, short/tall, and big/small) with 80 percent accuracy as measured by teacher-


made tests, observational data, and work samples by the end of the IEP school year.81 


Minor’s special education teacher documented in the May 20, 2021, IEP progress report 


documents that in the content area of Mathematics, Minor made sufficient progress toward the IEP 


goal, because when given manipulatives, verbal cues, frequent review/practice, sign support, and 


sensory strategies, Minor is able to subtract within 10, count up to 20 objects, and compare two 


objects with a measurable attribute in common (more/less, >, <, or =, short/tall, and big/small) 


with 68 percent accuracy as measured by teacher-made tests, observational data, and work 


samples.82   


(c) Compliance/Following Directions  


In the content area of Compliance/Following Directions, Minor’s IEP goal is that given 


verbal cues, sensory strategies, visual supports and sign support, Minor will stay in seat, stay on 


task, and keep hands, feet, and objects to self for at least 10 percent improvement in performance 


when compared to baseline levels as measured by observational data and behavior charting by the 


end of the IEP year.83 


The May 20, 2021, IEP progress report documents that in the content area of 


Compliance/Following Directions, Minor made sufficient progress towards the IEP goal.84  The 


March 19, 2021, IEP shows that Minor’s baseline levels, according to observational data, is that 


Minor’s behavior is inappropriate, interferes with Minor’s functioning in the classroom, and that 


 
81 SB 5, p. 7. 
82 SB 5, pp. 82, 88. 
83 SB 5, p. 8. 
84 SB 5, p. 83. 
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Minor has difficulty with task attention (sitting still and listening to the teacher).85  Minor’s support 


needs involve task attention (sitting still and listening to the teacher), and keeping hands, feet, and 


objects to self.86  Minor’s exceptionality of Autism and impairments in behavior interfere with 


Minor’s ability to attend to a task and keep hands, feet, and objects to self which impedes Minor’s 


involvement and progress in the general education curriculum.87 


Minor’s special education teacher documented in the IEP that Minor when given verbal 


cues, sensory strategies, visual supports and sign support, Minor is able to stay in seat 43 percent 


of the time, stay on task 45 percent of the time, and keep hands, feet, and objects to self 47 percent 


of the time as measured by observational data and behavior charting.88 


(d) Language  


In the content area of Language, Minor’s IEP goal for the school year is that Minor will 


answer questions or give information about daily living activities or from a story read orally with 


increased use of verbalizations, picture communication symbols, AT device, and/or signs with 80 


percent accuracy by the end or the IEP year as measured by observational data and documentation 


logs.89   


Minor’s May 18, 2021, IEP progress report documents that in the content area of Language, 


Minor made sufficient progress towards the IEP goal.90  Minor’s Speech Pathologist documented 


on May 18, 2021, that therapy has continued to focus on increasing Minor’s verbal expression, 


answering questions using Minor’s AT device and learning sign language, and that Minor’s 


progress level is 70 percent with visual and verbal stimulation provided.91  


 
85 SB 5, pp. 83, 88. 
86 SB 5, pp. 83, 88. 
87 SB 5, pp. 83, 88. 
88 SB 5, pp. 83, 88. 
89 SB 5, p. 9. 
90 SB 5, p. 84. 
91 SB 5, pp. 84, 88. 
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(e) Gross Motor  


In the content area of gross motor, Minor’s IEP goal is that given visual cues, verbal cues, 


with fading physical prompting, sign support, and abundant practice in various settings including 


virtual Minor will throw a ball and hit a target 5 feet in distance, kick a rolled ball so it travels 5 


feet, walk to and kick a ball so it travels forward 5 feet, and execute a variety of balance and spatial 


awareness activities, by the end of the IEP year as measured by daily documentation logs and APE 


assessments.92   


This goal is broken down into four objectives: (1) given visual cues, verbal cues, with 


fading physical prompting, sign support, and abundant practice in various settings including 


virtual, Minor will throw a ball and hit a target 5 feet in distance upon request three of five trials 


on three occasions, by the end of the IEP year as measured by daily documentation logs and APE 


assessments; (2) given visual cues, verbal cues, with fading physical prompting, sign support, and 


abundant practice in various settings including virtual, Minor will kick a rolled ball so it travels 5 


feet, three of five trials, by the end of the IEP year as measured by daily documentation logs and 


APE assessments; (3) given visual cues, verbal cues, with fading physical prompting, sign support, 


and abundant practice in various settings including virtual, Minor will walk to and kick a ball so it 


travels forward 5 feet and hits a target, three of five trials by the end of the IEP year as measured 


by daily documentation logs and APE assessments; and (4) given visual cues, verbal cues, with 


fading physical prompting, sign support, and abundant practice in various settings including 


virtual, Minor will execute a variety of balance and spatial awareness activities three of five trials 


with 70 percent accuracy, by the end of the IEP year as measured by daily documentation logs and 


 
92 SB 5, p. 10. 
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APE assessments.93 


The May 18, 2021, IEP progress report documents that in the content area of gross motor, 


Minor is making sufficient progress towards the IEP goal, specifically, the four objectives 


contained in the IEP.94  Minor’s APE teacher documented the following in the IEP: in objective 1, 


Minor is able to throw a bean bag or small ball upon request and hit a target 5 feet in distance one 


out of five times; 95 in objective 2, Minor is able to kick a rolled ball independently one out of five 


times;96 in objective 3, Minor has been able to complete this skill two out of five times with one 


hand held;97 in objective 4, “Minor has executed one out of five with 70 percent accuracy- [Minor] 


was able to walk on a balance beam independently and has been able to main [sic] personal space 


during different activities.”98 


(f) Social Interaction/Self Expressions  


In the content area of social interaction/self expressions, Minor’s IEP goal is that given 


sensory strategies, verbal cues, sign support, visual support (e.g., choice boards or visual schedule), 


social stories, and modeling (video modeling/peer-modeling/computer-aided programs), as 


needed, Minor will be able to engage in cooperative play and initiate communicative interactions 


with at least one other peer, five out of five opportunities, as measured by observational data and 


checklist by the end of the IEP year.99 


The May 20, 2021, IEP progress report documents that in the content area of social 


interaction/self expressions, Minor made sufficient progress towards the IEP goal, because when 


given sensory strategies, verbal cues, sign support, visual support (e.g., choice boards or visual 


 
93 SB 5, p.10. 
94 SB 5, pp. 85, 88. 
95 SB 5, pp. 85, 88. 
96 SB 5, p. 88. 
97 SB 5, p. 88. 
98 SB 5, p. 88. 
99 SB 5, p. 11. 
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schedule), social stories and modeling (video modeling/peer-modeling/computer-aided programs), 


as needed, Minor is able to engage in cooperative play and initiate communicative interactions 


with at least one other peer, two out of five opportunities.100   


(g) Writing/Sensory Processing  


In the content area of writing/sensory processing, Minor’s IEP goal is that given 


verbal/physical prompts and assistance, sign support, visual supports, sensory strategies, and 


adapted tools as needed, Minor will print/type Minor’s first and last name while holding a writing 


utensil with a functional grasp for four out of five activities for six random checks during a nine-


week grading period as measured by observational data and checklist by the end of the IEP year.101  


The May 20, 2021, IEP progress report documents that in the content area of 


writing/sensory processing, Minor made sufficient progress towards the IEP goal because Minor 


is able to print/type Minor’s first and last name while holding a writing utensil with a functional 


grasp for two of five activities as measured by observational data and work samples.102  Minor’s 


occupational therapist documented that OT services are being integrated into Minor’s current 


educational curriculum to address fine motor, self-care, sensory processing, and handwriting 


needs, and that Minor is currently benefiting from the use of adaptive equipment to successfully 


meet Minor’s educational objectives.103  Minor’s occupational therapist also documented that 


Minor continues to show improvements with writing, cutting and coordination activities, and that 


a token system continues to be implemented with good results.104  


 


 
100 SB 5, pp. 86, 88. 
101 SB 5 p. 12. 
102 SB 5, pp. 87, 89. 
103 SB 5, p. 89. 
104 SB 5, p. 89. 
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August 23, 2021, and September 21, 2021, IEP (State-Facilitated IEP) 


 A State-Facilitated IEP meeting was held August 23 and September 21, 2021, with a state 


facilitator, Parent, and stakeholders.  The following persons participated in the meetings: Parent, 


Minor’s Attorney, IEP Facilitator, Minor’s Special Education Teacher, Minor’s Adapted PE 


Teacher, Minor’s Regular Education Teacher, School Nurse, Speech Pathologist, School Principal, 


Occupational Therapist, ASL Instruction/Facilitator, Behavioral Strategist, Autism Program 


Facilitator, Director for Clinical Services, Licensed Behavior Analyst, and Board-Certified 


Behavioral Analyst.105   


Minor’s general information contained in the March 19, 2021, IEP had not changed.  


Minor’s primary and other exceptionalities remain the same, Autism, and Other Health 


Impairments, respectively.106  Minor continues to use a total communication system at school, 


which includes the use of gestures, sign language, picture exchange, verbalization, and/or a touch 


screen tablet to communicate and participate in activities at school.107  


During the September 21, 2021, session of State-Facilitated IEP meeting, Parent expressed 


many concerns including that Minor had other medical diagnoses including epilepsy and tethered 


spinal cord; and that all staff need to be trained on the use of the EpiPen because of Minor’s severe 


allergy to milk and soy.108  The parental concerns section of the IEP reflects that Parent will 


provide all meals, snacks, and drinks pre-thickened per School Board Dietary stipend to prevent 


cross-contamination.109  Some concerns, like elopement strategies and protocol, about 


Contingency Plan/Process for special education regarding school closures due to COVID, were 


 
105 SB 7A, pp. 1, 2. 
106 SB 7A, p. 1. 
107 SB 7A, p. 4. 
108 SB 7A, pp. 5, 28; Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 6, p. 86.  
109 SB 7A, p. 5. 
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addressed at the IEP meeting; reimbursement for transportation and foods, were set aside to be 


addressed at a later date.110  


Special Education Reporting system (SERs) has a limited number of character space for 


each section in the IEP, so Parent’s additional concerns were attached on a separate sheet and made 


a part of the IEP.111  School Board addressed Parent’s additional concerns as follows: 


Number112 Parent Concerns113 School Board Action 
1 Minor’s allergic reaction to soy and milk, no 


dairy products should touch Minor’s skin. In 
the event that this happens, wash right away 
using Dove soap or black soap that the parent 
has provided. 


A health plan meeting with 
school personnel, instructional 
support specialists, Parent, 
school administration and 
nurses were held to address this 
concern and that information 
was included in Minor’s 
individualized health plan 
(IHP).114 


2 Minor’s behavior and safety on the bus. 
 


A transportation plan meeting 
was held to address any 
issues/concerns Parent had 
regarding Minor’s behavior and 
safety, and a transportation plan 
was developed. At the State -
Facilitated IEP meeting, Parent 
was offered an opportunity to 
ride-along on the bus or follow 
along.115 


3 and 6 Parent asked for elopement strategies and 
elopement protocol for school and outside the 
school. 


Elopement strategies have been 
primary to Minor’s autism team 
and they plan for this.116 
 
 
 


 
110 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Instructional Specialist, Transcript Hearing Day 3, pp. 120-122, 185-
186; Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for Elementary Programs, Transcript Hearing Day 4, pp. 
179, 187. 
111 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Instructional Specialist, Transcript Hearing Day 3, pp. 118-119; 
Testimony of Director of Exceptional Student Services, Transcript Hearing Day 5, p. 148. 
112 SB 7A, p. 28. 
113 SB 7A, p. 28. 
114 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for Elementary Programs, Transcript Hearing Day 4, pp. 
178-180. 
115 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Instructional Specialist, Transcript Hearing Day 3, p. 139. 
116 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for Elementary Programs, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 187. 
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4 Parent is concerned about Contingency 
Plan/Process for special education 
regarding school closures due to COVID. 


The district did provide, and 
still does provide, any plans for 
school closures due to COVID, 
and the ESS department has 
addressed plans specifically, for 
students with disabilities.117 


5 Parent is concerned about covered walkway 
and playground safety and is concerned about 
the holes at the bottom part of the fence that 
the student could crawl out. 


Exceptional Student Services 
Supervisor for Elementary 
Programs provided Parent with 
information of the person she 
should contact.  
The holes in the fence have 
been repaired.118  


7 Parent is concerned about additional 
playground equipment because this may help 
reduce the occurrence of the student running 
away. 


Parent provided information on 
whom to contact.  School has a 
lot of playground equipment 
and assessing adding swings.119 


8 Parent is concerned about being invited to any 
training by the school or by the district that she 
may be able to attend. 


The district does provide 
training for parents of students 
with autism.120  School has not 
had additional training.121 


9 Parent wants reimbursement for transportation. Exceptional Student Services 
Supervisor for Elementary 
Programs provided Parent’s 
attorney with information on 
who to contact.122 


10 Parent wants reimbursement for food. Exceptional Student Services 
Supervisor for Elementary 
Programs provided Minor’s 
attorney with information on 
whom to contact.123 School 
Board Child Nutrition Program 
notified Parent that it can 
accommodate Minor’s dietary 
needs and School Board should 
not be responsible for 
reimbursing her.124 


 
117 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for Elementary Programs, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 179. 
118 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 81. 
119 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 82. 
120 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for Elementary Programs, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 180. 
121 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 82. 
122 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for Elementary Programs, Transcript Hearing Day 4, pp. 
180, 182; P 28, p. 1. 
123 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for Elementary Programs, Transcript Hearing Day 4, pp. 
180, 182; P 28, p. 1. 
124 SB 18, p. 3. 
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Parent testified that all her concerns have not been addressed including the following: 


proper health plan that addresses Minor’s health needs; Minor having a communication plan that 


addresses all communication modalities; an emergency plan in the event of an active shooter or 


hurricane or flash flood; safety plan for Minor; staff training on seizure and allergen exposure; and 


transportation and meal reimbursement.125 


The IEP contains eight instructional plans, each with measurable academic/functional 


goals, and methods of measurements for the following content areas: (a) Reading/Spelling;126 (b) 


Mathematics;127 (c) Writing/Sensory Processing;128 (d) Gross (APE);129 (e) Language;130 (f) 


Compliance/Following Directions;131 (g) Social Interaction/ Self Expressions;132 (h) Toileting and 


Routine Hand Washing.133  The methods of measurements included teacher-made tests, checklists; 


observational data; work samples; documentation logs; and performance-based assessment.134   


(a) Reading/Spelling  


In the content area of Reading/Spelling, Minor’s IEP goal is that given verbal cues, visual 


support, three choices, and sign support, Minor will identify characters and setting in a story, 


answer questions about key details in a story, spell, read or point to the words named with 80 


percent accuracy as measured by teacher-made tests and observational data by the end of the IEP 


year.135  


The October 15, 2021, IEP progress report documents that in the content area of 


 
125 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 6, pp. 88-89. 
126 SB 7A, p. 8. 
127 SB 7A, p. 9. 
128 SB 7A, p. 10. 
129 SB 7A, p. 11. 
130 SB 7A, p. 12. 
131 SB 7A, p. 13. 
132 SB 7A, p. 14. 
133 SB 7A, p. 15. 
134 SB 7A, pp. 8-15. 
135 SB 7A, p. 8. 
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Reading/Spelling, Minor made sufficient progress toward the IEP goal.136 Minor’s special 


education teacher documented in the IEP progress report that Minor is able to correctly 


spell/read/point to the word named with 80 percent accuracy as measured by teacher-made tests 


and observational data.137  Minor’s special education teacher stated that they will continue working 


on different words each week.138 


(b) Mathematics 


 In the content area of Mathematics, Minor’s IEP goal is that given manipulatives, verbal 


cues, frequent review/practice, sign support, and sensory strategies, the student will add/subtract 


within 10, count up to 25 objects, and compare two objects with a measurable attribute in common 


(more/less, >, <, or =, short/tall, and big/small) with 80 percent accuracy as measured by checklist 


and observational data by the end of the IEP school year.139 


The October 15, 2021, IEP progress report documents that in the content area of 


Mathematics, Minor made sufficient progress toward the IEP goal.140  Minor’s special education 


teacher documented in the IEP progress report that Minor, when given manipulatives, verbal cues, 


frequent review/practice, sign support, and sensory strategies, is able to add/subtract within 10, 


count up to 25 objects, and compare two objects with a measurable attribute in common (more/less, 


>, <, or =, short/tall, and big/small)  with 45 percent accuracy as measured by teacher-made tests 


and observational data.141  


(c) Writing/Sensory Processing  


In the content area of writing/sensory processing Minor’s IEP goal is that given 


 
136 SB 12, p. 1. 
137 SB 12, pp. 1, 5. 
138 SB 12, p. 5. 
139 SB 7A, p. 9. 
140 SB 12, p. 2. 
141 SB 12, pp. 2, 5. 
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verbal/physical prompts and assistance, sign support, visual supports, sensory strategies, and 


adapted tools, Minor will use a dynamic functional grasp to print/type Minor’s first name, last 


name and CVC words with appropriate letter formation, letter size, proper spacing between 


letters/words, and correct line placement for four out of five activities for six random checks during 


a nine-week grading period as measured by observational data and checklist by the end of the IEP 


year.142  


The October 15, 2021, IEP progress report documents that in the content area of 


writing/sensory processing, Minor made sufficient progress toward the IEP goal.143  Minor’s 


special education teacher documented in the IEP progress report that Minor, when given 


verbal/physical prompts and assistance, sign support, visual supports, sensory strategies, and 


adapted tools, was able to use a dynamic functional grasp to print/type  first name, last name, 


and CVC words with appropriate letter formation, letter size, proper spacing between 


letters/words, and correct line placement for one out of five activities as measured by observational 


data and checklist, and that Minor needs continued practice with proper spacing and correct line 


placement.144 


(d) Gross Motor (APE) 


In the content area of gross motor (APE), Minor’s IEP goal is that given visual cues, verbal 


cues, with fading physical prompting, sign support, and abundant practice in various settings 


including virtual the student will throw a ball and hit a target 5 feet in distance, kick a rolled ball 


so it travels 5 feet, walk to and kick a ball so it travels forward 5 feet, and execute a variety of 


balance and spatial awareness activities, by the end of the IEP year as measured by daily 


 
142 SB 7A, p. 10. 
143 SB 12, p. 3. 
144 SB 12, pp. 3, 5. 
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documentation logs and APE assessments.145  


The four objectives in this goal are: (1) given visual cues, verbal cues, with fading physical 


prompting, sign support, and abundant practice in various settings including virtual, Minor will 


throw a ball and hit a target five feet in distance upon request three of five trials on three occasions, 


by the end of the IEP year as measured by daily documentation logs and APE assessments; (2) 


given visual cues, verbal cues, with fading physical prompting, sign support, and abundant practice 


in various settings including virtual, Minor will kick a rolled ball so it travels five feet, three of 


five trials, by the end of the IEP year as measured by daily documentation logs and APE 


assessments; (3) given visual cues, verbal cues, with fading physical prompting, sign support, and 


abundant practice in various settings including virtual, Minor will walk to and kick a ball so it 


travels forward five feet and hits a target three of five trials by the end of the IEP year as measured 


by daily documentation logs and APE assessments; and (4) given visual cues, verbal cues, with 


fading physical prompting, sign support, and abundant practice in various settings including 


virtual, Minor will execute a variety of balance and spatial awareness activities three of five trials 


with 70 percent accuracy, by the end of the IEP year as measured by daily documentation logs and 


APE assessments.146 


The October 15, 2021, IEP progress report documents that in the content area of gross 


motor, Minor is making sufficient progress toward the IEP goal, specifically, the four objectives 


contained in the IEP objectives.147  Minor’s Adapted PE teacher documented the following in the 


IEP progress report: in objective 1, Minor is able to throw a small ball/similar object 5 feet with 


direction four out of five trials;148 in objective 2, Minor has kicked a rolled ball so it traveled 5 feet 


 
145 SB 7A, p. 11. 
146 SB 7A, p. 11. 
147 SB 12, pp. 4, 6. 
148 SB 12, p. 4. 
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one out of five times independently and that Minor can complete the skill with physical prompting 


three out of five times;149 in objective 3, Minor has worked on walking to and kicking a stationary 


ball with direction and is able to complete this objective with one hand held and minimal prompting 


three out of five trial, and that Minor will work on completing the skill independently the next 


grading period;150 in objective 4, Minor has participated in a variety of balance and spatial 


awareness activities during the grading period three out of five times trials with 50 percent 


accuracy; and that Minor has participated in a balance beam activity on several occasions, 


participated in a gross motor obstacle course, and locomotor skills.151 


(e) Language  


In the content area of Language, Minor’s IEP goal is to answer questions or give 


information about daily living activities or from a story read orally with increased use of 


verbalizations, picture communication symbols, AT device, and/or signs with 80 percent accuracy 


by the end of the IEP year as measured by observational data and documentation logs.152   


The October 15, 2021, IEP progress report documents that in the content area of Language, 


Minor made sufficient progress toward the IEP goal.153  Minor’s Speech Pathologist documented 


the following: that Minor’s overall spontaneous verbalizations has increased; that Minor is 


answering questions using verbalizations, picture communication symbols, AT device, and/or 


signs with 50 percent accuracy given moderate cues; that Minor currently typically responds 


verbally to questions but is provided opportunity to utilize AT device, signs, and picture 


communication symbols as needed.154  


 
149 SB 12, pp. 4, 6. 
150 SB 12, p. 6. 
151 SB 12, p. 6. 
152 SB 7A p. 12. 
153 SB 12, p. 7. 
154 SB 12, pp. 7, 8. 
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(f) Compliance/Following Directions  


In the content area of Compliance/Following Directions, Minor’s IEP goal is that given 


verbal cues, sensory strategies, visual supports, and sign support, Minor will stay in seat, stay on 


task, and keep hands, feet, and objects to self for at least 10 percent improvement in performance 


when compared to baseline levels as measured by observational data and behavior charting by the 


end of the IEP year.155  


The October 15, 2021, IEP progress report documents that in the content area of 


Compliance/Following Directions, Minor made sufficient progress toward the IEP goal.156  The 


state-facilitated IEP shows that Minor’s baseline levels, according to observational data, is that 


Minor’s behavior is inappropriate, interferes with Minor’s functioning in the classroom, that Minor 


has difficulty with task attention (sitting still and listening to the teacher).157  Minor’s support 


needs involve keeping hands, feet, and objects to self (47 percent), remaining seated with adult 


proximity for task completion (43 percent), and task attention (sitting still and listening to the 


teacher) (45 percent).158 Minor’s exceptionality of Autism and impairments in behavior interfere 


with Minor’s ability to attend to a task and keep hands, feet, and objects to self which impedes 


Minor’s involvement and progress in the general education curriculum.159  Minor’s special 


education teacher documented that given verbal cues, sensory strategies, visual supports, and sign 


support, Minor is able to stay in seat (37 percent), stay on task (40 percent), keep hands, feet, and 


objects to self (37 percent) as measured by observational data and behavior charting.160 


 


 
155 SB 7A, p. 13. 
156 SB 12, p. 9. 
157 SB 12, pp. 9, 13. 
158 SB 12, p. 13. 
159 SB 12, p. 13. 
160 SB 12, pp. 9, 13. 
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(g) Social Interaction/ Self Expressions  


In the content area of social interaction/self expressions, Minor’s IEP goal is that given 


sensory strategies, verbal cues, sign support, visual support (e.g. choice boards or visual schedule), 


social stories, and modeling (video modeling/peer-modeling/computer-aided programs) as needed, 


Minor will be able to engage in cooperative play and initiate communicative interactions with at 


least one other peer, five out of five opportunities, as measured by observational data and checklist 


by the end of the IEP year.161  


The October 15, 2021, IEP progress report documents that in the content area of social 


interaction/self expressions, Minor made sufficient progress toward the IEP goal.162  Minor’s 


special education teacher documented that Minor when given sensory strategies, verbal cues, sign 


support, visual support (e.g., choice boards or visual schedule), social stories and modeling (video 


modeling/peer-modeling/computer-aided programs) as needed, Minor is able to engage in 


cooperative play and initiate communicative interactions with at least one other peer, two out of 


five opportunities.163   


(h) Toileting and Routine Handwashing  


In the content area of toileting and routine handwashing, Minor’s IEP goal is that given 


visual cues, verbal cues, self-help videos, sign support, and several opportunities to practice, Minor 


will demonstrate independent toileting and routine handwashing with 90 percent accuracy as 


measured by documentation logs by the end of the IEP year.164  


The October 15, 2021, IEP progress report documents that in the content area of toileting 


 
161 SB 7A p. 14. 
162 SB 12, p. 10. 
163 SB 12, pp. 10, 13. 
164 SB 7A, p. 15. 
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and routine handwashing, Minor made sufficient progress toward the IEP goal.165  The special 


education teacher documented that Minor has demonstrated independent toileting and routine 


handwashing with 55 percent accuracy as measured by documentation logs.166  Child Specific 


Paraprofessional takes Minor to the restroom on an hourly schedule.167   


Minor’s Special Education Class 


 Minor is in a class with four students, the special education teacher, a paraprofessional, the 


ABA Therapist,168 and Minor’s child-specific paraprofessional.169  Minor’s class is an autistic 


class.170  Minor’s favorite subject is mathematics.171  Minor’s least favorite subject is reading.172  


Minor enjoys bingo and solving puzzles.173  Minor is accompanied to the regular education classes 


by the Child Specific Paraprofessional and the ABA Therapist.174  Minor attended school virtually 


from December 2020 through February 2021.175   


Functional Behavioral Assessment (FBA)   


An FBA was conducted on Minor to identify maladaptive behaviors, if identified, the 


function of the maladaptive behaviors, the need for behavioral supports and to support the 


development of a behavioral plan.176  Minor’s maladaptive behaviors include but are not limited 


to hitting, kicking, falling on the floor, eloping, and climbing on objects.177  A behavior 


intervention plan (BIP) was formulated, which contains behavioral intervention strategies and 


 
165 SB 12, p. 11. 
166 SB 12, pp. 11, 14. 
167 Testimony of Child Specific Paraprofessional for Minor, Transcript Hearing Day 3, p. 238. 
168 Testimony of Board-Certified Behavioral Analyst, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 216; Testimony of Exceptional 
Student Services Paraprofessional, Transcript Hearing Day 2, pp. 248-249. 
169 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 3, p. 267. 
170 Testimony of Director Exceptional Student Services, Transcript Hearing Day 5, p. 174. 
171 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 97. 
172 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 97. 
173 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 97. 
174 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 98. 
175 Testimony of Director Exceptional Student Services, Transcript Hearing Day 5, p. 185. 
176 SB 7B, pp. 1-7, Testimony of Board-Certified Behavioral Analyst, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 210. 
177 SB 7B, pp. 1-4. 
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recommendations to avoid the occurrence of maladaptive behaviors.178  Minor has difficulties 


transitioning and the BIP provides steps for morning drop off to transitioning to classroom 


procedures.179  Parent and IEP team were presented the FBA, which they accepted.180  The 


strategies were discussed with Minor’s Special Education Teacher.181  Minor’s ABA team meets 


once a month to discuss and collaborate.182  A member of Minor’s ABA team attends school with 


Minor.183   


Physical Therapy Assessment  


During the August 23, 2021, State Facilitated IEP meeting, Parent requested School Board 


screen Minor for physical therapy services.184  A School Building Level Committee (SBLC)185 


meeting was held on September 9, 2021, to discuss Parent’s request; at which time, Parent provided 


consent for School Board to screen Minor.186  On September 17, 2021, a physical therapy 


assessment was performed on Minor.187  After the assessment, the physical therapist determined 


that Minor did not exhibit a need for physical therapy intervention in the educational setting in 


order to benefit from  special education program.188   


Communication Plan  


Parent at the February 10, 2021, IEP meeting stressed that Minor’s communication plan 


 
178 SB 7B, p. 4.  
179 SB 7B, p. 4; Testimony of Board-Certified Behavioral Analyst, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 232. 
180 SB 7A, p. 40. 
181 Testimony of Board-Certified Behavioral Analyst, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 235. 
182 Testimony of Board-Certified Behavioral Analyst, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 216. 
183 Testimony of Board-Certified Behavioral Analyst, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 216; Testimony of Exceptional 
Student Services Paraprofessional, Transcript Hearing Day 2, pp. 248-249. 
184 SB 7A, p. 5. 
185 A team of persons who are familiar with a student and the student’s needs and they receive the request from the 
parent and try to honor the parent’s request.  Testimony of Director of Exceptional Student Services, Transcript 
Hearing Day 5, p. 171. 
186 SB 7B, pp. 12-13. 
187 SB 7B, pp. 14-24. 
188 SB 7B, p. 17. 
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should address all modalities.189  A communication plan was developed that addressed all 


modalities.190  The plan shows that Minor communicates using gestures, facial expression, 


reaching, pointing, sign language, symbols, communication device, and verbal communication.191  


The staff communicate with Minor through verbal communication, symbols, modeling with 


communication system, sign language, gestures, and Augmentative and Alternative 


Communication (AAC) device/system.192  Minor uses color and black/white symbols to 


communicate, and Minor also has access to an iPad with Speak For Yourself and accesses 50 


symbols on the device.193  The plan states the following techniques will be used to increase Minor’s 


communication skills: introduce new symbols or signs, emphasize the use of core words in all 


environments, provide more opportunities for communication across multiple environments, 


introduce new vocabulary using Word Walls, vocabulary notebooks, etc., and modeling/aided 


language stimulation using visual supports.194 


Minor communicates by pointing, using Minor’s AT device, and verbalizing at times; 


Minor does not communicate using ASL.195  Minor communicates with the Child Specific 


Paraprofessional by pointing, rubbing against her, pushing her, or using Minor’s AT device.196  


School personnel and service providers received ASL support from Deaf and Hard of Hearing 


Teacher once a month for an hour.197  Deaf and Hard of Hearing Teacher provided support through 


 
189 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 6, p. 76. 
190 SB 7B, pp. 8-11; Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 6, p. 80. 
191 SB 7B, pp. 8-9. 
192 SB 7B, pp. 8-9. 
193 SB 7B, pp. 8-10. 
194 SB 7B, p. 10. 
195 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, pp. 90-91, 114. 
196 Testimony of Child Specific Paraprofessional for Minor, Transcript Hearing Day 3, pp. 237-238. 
197 Testimony of Deaf and Hard of Hearing Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 3, pp. 11, 12; SB 5, p. 22; Testimony of 
Speech Pathologist, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 136. 
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various methodologies: in-person training, PowerPoint, and videos.198  She  worked with Minor’s 


team based on the instructional plan and provided support.199  She would prepare a PowerPoint 


presentation with the spelled word, a picture of the word, either animated or real, then add a video 


of her signing the word.200  Special Education Teacher used ASL to teach Minor Minor’s one-


word spelling words; the pace was too fast for Minor.201  Special Education Teacher switched and 


used ASL to teach Minor familiar words, like popcorn, bubbles, running, and walking.202  Special 


Education Teacher sometimes provides hand over hand assistance to help Minor sign.203  For 


spelling tests, Minor does not use ASL, but instead Minor writes out the words or uses magnets.204  


Minor occasionally writes some of  letters and numbers backwards and an SBLC meeting will 


be scheduled to screen Minor for dyslexia.205  


Speech Pathologist provides in-person services to Minor twice a week for 30 minutes.206  


Speech Pathologist has worked with Minor for four months, from November 2021 to February 


2022.207 During the speech sessions, Minor is assisted by ABA Therapist and Child-Specific 


Paraprofessional.208  When Minor has difficulty with expressive language, Minor uses the AT 


device to communicate.209  Minor uses three ASL signs with Speech Pathologist, “thank you,” 


“more,” and “popcorn.”210  Minor models signs after Speech Pathologist signs.211  Using Minor’s 


 
198 Testimony of Deaf and Hard of Hearing Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 3, pp. 11-12; Testimony of Special 
Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 112. 
199 Testimony of Deaf and Hard of Hearing Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 3, p. 21. 
200 Testimony of Deaf and Hard of Hearing Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 3, pp. 22, 23, 
201 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 113. 
202 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 113. 
203 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 114. 
204 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 117. 
205 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 119-120. 
206 Testimony of Speech Pathologist, Transcript Hearing Day 4, pp. 136-137. 
207 Testimony of Speech Pathologist, Transcript Hearing Day 4, pp. 142-144. 
208 Testimony of Speech Pathologist, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 137. 
209 Testimony of Speech Pathologist, Transcript Hearing Day 4, pp. 137-139. 
210 Testimony of Speech Pathologist, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 140. 
211 Testimony of Speech Pathologist, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 141. 
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AT device, Minor can say, “My name is [Minor].”212   


Individualized Health Care Plan and Emergency Plan 


Minor has an individualized health care plan, which specifies interventions should Minor 


have an anaphylaxis reaction.213  The plan states that Minor has a milk and soy allergy, and that 


early warning signs are difficulty breathing, wheezing, cough, hoarseness, swelling, hives, itchy 


skin, nausea, vomiting, and thready pulse.214  Parent requested that School Nurse administer 


Benadryl as needed (PRN) to Minor.215  Minor’s physician’s office determined that no order of 


PRN for Benadryl will be provided.216  Parent was notified of the declination and advised to follow 


up with Minor’s allergist.217  


Minor has difficulty swallowing and a thickener must be added to thin liquids.218  Parent 


supplies all of Minor’s drinks pre-thickened and provides Minor’s breakfast and lunch.219  School 


Board’s vendor, Focus Foods, provided meals for Minor when Minor attended school virtually.220  


School Board provided modified breakfast and lunch to Minor.221  Purchasing Coordinator Area 


Supervisor would modify the menus and request approval from Parent; after Purchasing 


Coordinator Area Supervisor received approval, she would then forward the modified menus to 


the cafeteria manager.222   


Minor requires assistance with activities of daily living.  Minor is toilet trained but may 


 
212 Testimony of Speech Pathologist, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 141. 
213 SB 8, pp. 4-5. 
214 SB 8, p. 4. 
215 SB 8, p. 4. 
216 SB 8, p. 5. 
217 SB 8, p. 7. 
218 SB 8, p. 3. 
219 SB 8, p. 3. 
220 Testimony of Purchasing Coordinator Area Supervisor, Transcript Hearing Day 2, pp. 17-18. 
221 Testimony of Purchasing Coordinator Area Supervisor, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 23. 
222 Testimony of Purchasing Coordinator Area Supervisor, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 23. 
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have accidents.223  Minor requires adult supervision at all times.224 


Minor’s emergency plan specifies that if Minor experiences itching, hives, swelling of the 


tongue, difficulty breathing, shallow respirations, wheezing, loss of consciousness, vomiting, 


pale/bluish, and/or more than one mild symptom (itchy nose/runny nose, itchy mouth, mild itch, 


and nausea), Minor should be reassured, kept calm and quiet, the EpiPen should be administered, 


the medical staff on school site should be notified, the EMS called, and then Parent called.225   


Minor’s emergency plan also specifies that Minor’s physician requested that Minor be 


taken to the nearest hospital for stabilization, and once stabilized, be transported to the local 


Children’s Hospital.226  Parent’s request is also included in Minor’s emergency plan, that if 


milk/soy gets on Minor’s skin, Minor’s should be washed with soap she provided.227  Parent left 


the soap with the classroom staff.228  School Nurse trained Special Education Teacher and 


paraprofessionals about seizures and how to use the EpiPen.229 


Transportation Plan 


Minor has qualified to ride a special bus with a child-specific aide.230  A transportation 


plan meeting was held on September 29, 2021, with Parent and School Board personnel.231  At the 


meeting, Parent expressed concern about who will care for Minor if Minor has a seizure while 


riding the bus.232  Minor has an assigned bus with a pick-up point, and the following will ride the 


 
223 SB 8, p. 3. 
224 SB 8, p. 3. 
225 SB 8, p. 6. 
226 SB 8, p. 6. 
227 SB 8, p. 6. 
228 SB 8, p. 6. 
229 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 103-104. 
230 SB 5, p. 20; Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Instructional Specialist, Transcript Hearing Day 3, pp. 
153-154. 
231 P 31, p. 10-14; SB 9, pp. 1-4. 
232 Testimony of School Nurse, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 51. 
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bus with Minor: the  driver, Minor’s child-specific aide,233 the child-specific aide’s children,234 


and two other students, and those students’ attendant.235   


A transportation Plan was developed.236  The plan contains the following: 


The [Exceptional Student Services Child Specific Paraprofessional] will meet the 
bus at a specified location agreed upon by the [Exceptional Student Services] Child 
Specific Paraprofessional and the Bus Operator and will park her car at the location 
determined.  The [Exceptional Student Services Child Specific Paraprofessional] 
will ride the bus with the student for afterschool drop off at the student’s home and 
will retrieve her personal vehicle.  Upon arrival to school, the student will be 
escorted off the bus by the [Exceptional Student Services Child Specific 
Paraprofessional] and will be walked to [Minor’s] classroom.  When the student is 
dismissed [Minor] will be escorted to and placed on the bus by the [Exceptional 
Student Services Child Specific Paraprofessional].  When dropped off, the student 
will be received by the parent and/or an adult designated by the parent.237  
 


Per email from Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for Elementary Programs, dated 


October 20, 2021, Parent was notified that she was previously sent a transportation plan, which 


she had failed to sign; and that another copy of the transportation plan was attached to the email 


for Parent to review and approve.238  Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for Elementary 


Programs’ email added that the transportation plan will be initiated once Parent’s approval is 


received.239  Parent responded to the email stating that the transportation plan was incomplete so 


she cannot legally sign it, adding that School Board will continue to reimburse her for continued 


failure to provide a complete plan.240  The Transportation plan was not attached to the IEP because 


 
233 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Transportation Supervisor, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 32. 
234 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Transportation Supervisor, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 47. 
235 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Transportation Supervisor, Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 45. 
236 P 31, p. 10-13; Testimony of Exceptional Student Services supervisor for elementary programs, Transcript Hearing 
Day 4, p. 195; Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Instructional Specialist, Transcript Hearing Day 3, p. 146. 
237 P 31, p.11; SB 9, p. 2. 
238 P 31, p.1. 
239 P 31, p.1. 
240 P 31, p.1; see also Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Instructional Specialist, Transcript Hearing Day 3, 
p. 156. 
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Parent did not approve  and sign it.241  The bus did not pick Minor up because Parent did not 


approve and sign the transportation plan.242 


School Board reimbursed Parent for transportation expenses incurred when Minor was in 


Pre-K and School Board did not have a Pre-K program close to Minor’s residence.243  Minor was 


assigned to a Pre-K center that was far from Minor’s residence and Parent had to transport  to 


that center.244 Parent requested reimbursement and it was approved.245  School Board will not 


provide reimbursement when it can provide transportation.246 


Cracker Incident on November 12, 2021 


Minor’s Special Education Teacher and Minor’s ABA Therapist accompany Minor to 


recess.247  On November 12, 2021, while Minor was on the playground for recess, Minor found a 


cheese cracker on the ground and ate it.248  Minor’s ABA Therapist saw Minor pick up the cracker 


and eat it;  Minor’s ABA Therapist started screaming and ran to inform the Special Education 


Teacher.249  Special Education Teacher took Minor to School Nurse.250  School Nurse checked 


Minor’s skin on Minor’s arms, neck, face, trunk, and chest for rashes, hives, or itching, checked 


Minor’s breathing to assess whether Minor had difficulty breathing, checked Minor’s vital signs, 


asked the witnesses what happened, and asked the ABA therapist whether Minor was at baseline 


with Minor’s behavior.251  School Nurse did not detect any signs or symptoms of an allergic 


 
241 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for Elementary Programs, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 
202; Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Instructional Specialist, Transcript Hearing Day 3, pp. 150-152. 
242 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for elementary programs, Transcript Hearing Day 5, p. 106. 
243 Testimony of Director of Exceptional Student Services, Transcript Hearing Day 5, p. 144. 
244 Testimony of Director of Exceptional Student Services, Transcript Hearing Day 5, p. 144. 
245 Testimony of Director of Exceptional Student Services, Transcript Hearing Day 5, p. 144. 
246 Testimony of Director of Exceptional Student Services, Transcript Hearing Day 5, p. 145. 
247 Testimony of Child Specific Paraprofessional for Minor, Transcript Hearing Day 3, p. 244. 
248 P 52, p.1; Testimony of School Nurse, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 72. 
249 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 99. 
250 P 26, pp. 12-13. 
251 Testimony of School Nurse, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 81; P 26, pp. 12-13. 
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reaction.252  School Nurse did not administer the EpiPen to Minor.253  Minor had a runny nose and 


a cold during the week of this incident, prior to ingesting the cracker.254  


School Nurse contacted Parent to inform her about the incident.255  Parent requested that 


School Nurse call EMS and for Minor to be transported to the hospital.256  Parent arrived at School 


to accompany Minor to the ER.257  Minor had a runny nose and cough prior to ingesting the 


cracker.258  Fire Services arrived, assessed Minor, and did not administer the EpiPen.259  During 


this period, Minor sat on the floor playing on Minor’s tablet.260  EMS arrived, assessed Minor, and 


did not administer the EpiPen or oxygen.261  Acadian Ambulance arrived and transported Minor 


to the nearest hospital; Parent followed the ambulance in her vehicle.262  Minor was seen at the 


emergency room and released, with an order that Minor follow up with Minor’s primary 


physician.263  The Emergency Department triage assessment indicates that Minor was brought in 


by EMS after possibly ingesting a cheese cracker at school and that Parent is worried about soy 


allergy.264  The Emergency Department triage assessment note also indicates that Minor had no 


symptoms/complaints.265 Parent testified that due to Minor ingesting the cheese cracker, Minor 


had a runny nose, cough, was hoarse, and that the back of Minor’s neck was red.266 


A few months prior to the cracker incident, Minor came in contact with milk when another 


 
252 Testimony of School Nurse, Transcript Hearing Day 1, p. 81; P 26, pp. 12-13. 
253 P 26, p. 13. 
254 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 105. 
255 P 26, p. 12. 
256 P 26, p. 12-13; Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 28; Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing 
Day 6, pp. 127-128. 
257 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 6, pp. 127-128. 
258 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 105.  
259 P 26, p. 13. 
260 P 26, p. 13. 
261 P 26, p. 13. 
262 P 26, p. 13. 
263 P 52, p. 3. 
264 P 52, p. 16. 
265 P 52, p. 16. 
266 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 6, p. 121. 
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student spilled milk and it splashed on Minor.267  Minor was taken to the nurse, after which the 


Child Specific Paraprofessional and ABA Therapist took  to the bathroom, cleaned  up, 


wiped  down, and changed Minor’s clothes.268  


Gifted and Talented Screening 


At the August State Facilitated IEP meeting, Parent requested that Minor be screened for 


the gifted and talented program.269  An SBLC meeting was required to address Parent’s request 


since it was a new concern.270  On October, 27, 2021, an SBLC meeting was held to discuss 


Parent’s request that Minor be screened for the gifted program.271  On October 28, 2021, Minor 


was screened for the gifted/scholastic Academy program using the Kaufman Brief Intellectual Test 


(KBIT).272  KBIT involves Minor looking at pictures and pointing to answers when asked 


questions.273  Minor scored less than 0.1 percentile;274 only students that score at the 90th 


percentile or higher on a brief intelligence test qualify for further testing.275  No accommodations 


are allowed to adapt or modify the screening instrument.276  The Dean of Students (formerly the 


gifted resource teacher) testified that no accommodations were provided to Minor during Minor’s 


gifted screening.277  Minor was screened in Minor’s environment with Minor’s ABA Therapist 


 
267 P 26, p. 4; Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Day 4, pp. 107-108; Testimony of Principal, 
Transcript Day 4, pp. 51-52. 
268 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, pp. 107-108.  See P 26, p. 4. 
269 P 25, p. 4; P 46, p. 3. 
270 P 46, p. 3; see Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Instructional Specialist, Transcript Hearing Day 3, p. 
164. 
271 Testimony of School Counselor, Transcript Hearing Day 2, pp. 121-122; P 46, p. 3. 
272 P 25, p. 2; SB 10, p. 1; Testimony of Dean of Students (formerly gifted resource teacher), Transcript Hearing Day 
2, p. 105. 
273 Testimony of School Counselor, Transcript Hearing Day 2, pp. 124-125. 
274 SB 10. 
275 P 25, p. 2. 
276 Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for Elementary Programs, Transcript Hearing Day 5, pp. 
90-91. 
277 Testimony of Dean of Students (formerly gifted resource teacher), Transcript Hearing Day 2, pp. 105-106. 
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and Child-Specific Paraprofessional.278  Minor had Minor’s talker during the screening.279  


Minor’s academic profile in Minor’s triennial re-evaluation report shows a cognitive assessment 


score of 3.07.280  


 An SBLC meeting was held in October 2021 to discuss Parent’s request that Minor be 


screened for the talented program.281  On November 8, 2021, Minor was screened for the talented 


program.282  The minimum score to participate in the talented program is 33 for visual arts, 33 for 


Music, and 48 for Theatre.283  Minor’s screening result shows Minor’s scores were 9 for visual 


arts,284 12 for Music,285 and 13 for Theatre.286 


Reimbursement for Dietary and Transportation  


During the period December 2020 to December 2021 (2020/2021 school year and the 


2021/2022 school year), Parent had concerns about Minor’s diet and the consistency of any liquids 


Minor drank.287  Parent provided drinks, snacks, lunch, and breakfast for Minor.288  School Board 


prepared a breakfast cycle menu for Minor for August 2020 through May 2021.289  School Board 


also prepared a master lunch cycle menus for Minor for August 2020 through December 2021.290  


Both menus have the following on them “DO NOT SERVE ANY MILK, DAIRY, OR SOY. DO 


NOT USE ANY MARGARINE OR VEGETABLE OIL.  DO NOT USE ANY MARGARINE 


 
278 Testimony of Dean of Students (formerly gifted resource teacher), Transcript Hearing Day 2, p. 106; testimony of 
testimony of Child Specific Paraprofessional for Minor, Transcript Hearing Day 3, p. 249. 
279 Testimony of testimony of Child Specific Paraprofessional for Minor, Transcript Hearing Day 3, p. 249. 
280 SB 2, p. 1. 
281 Testimony of School Counselor, Transcript Hearing Day 2, pp. 121-122. 
282 SB 11, pp. 1-4, Testimony of School Counselor, Transcript Hearing Day 2, pp. 122; P 25, p. 3. 
283 SB 11, p. 1. 
284 SB 11, p. 2. 
285 SB 11, p. 3. 
286 SB 11, p. 14. 
287 SB 16, pp 108-109. 
288 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 6, p. 151. 
289 SB 16, p. 119. 
290 SB 16, p. 120. 
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OR VEGETABLE OIL IN [MINOR’S] FOOD.”291  Parent testified that School Board did not tell 


her if the meals on the menus contained milk or soy.292  Parent testified that she tried the foods 


provided by School Board’s contractor, Focus Foods, but that the foods contained milk, so she 


stopped picking up the foods.293  Parent seeks reimbursement of $20 a day for the meals she 


provides Minor while Minor is in school.294 


Parent transports Minor to school daily.  She testified that she did not approve and sign the 


transportation plan because it was incomplete.295  She testified that School Board did not indicate 


who would address Minor’s medical issues on the bus.296  Parent seeks reimbursement for 


transportation expenses she has accrued transporting Minor to school.297   


School cafeteria and School Board transportation staff both expressed their ability to 


provide meals for Minor and provide transportation for Minor to and from School, respectively.298  


School Board will not reimbursement Parent for meals, drinks, and transportation.299  


CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 


Parent failed to prove that Minor was denied FAPE.  Parent is not entitled to any relief 


based on her due process complaint. 


Burden of Proof 


A school district’s educational program for a child with disabilities is presumed to be 


appropriate.300  As the party challenging the educational program proposed by the School Board, 


 
291 SB 16, pp. 119, 120. 
292 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 6, p. 142. 
293 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 6, pp. 147-148. 
294 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 6, p. 150. 
295 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 6, p. 153. 
296 Testimony of Parent, Transcript Hearing Day 6, p. 152. 
297 Testimony of Grandfather, Transcript Hearing Day 6, p. 40. 
298 Testimony of Director of Exceptional Student Services, Transcript Hearing Day 5, pp. 124, 151-152. 
299 SB 1; SB 14. 
300 White ex rel. White v. Ascension Par. Sch. Bd., 343 F.3d 373, 377 (5th Cir. 2003). 
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Parent bears the burden of proof to rebut this presumption.301  Parent must affirmatively prove  


allegations that the School Board failed to provide FAPE to Minor by (1) failing to implement 


Minor’s IEP as written and failing to provide the accommodations and services determined 


appropriate and necessary by Minor’s IEP; (2) failing to properly evaluate and identify Minor as 


possibly needing additional related services; (3) failing to provide Parent with a sufficient Prior 


Written Notice detailing the items refused with reasoning; and (4) failing to provide Minor with a 


safe environment in accordance with Minor’s IEP. 


General Discussion of IDEA 


The IDEA provides every disabled child with the right to FAPE302 designed to meet 


Minor’s specialized needs.303  A school provides FAPE by creating an IEP for each child.304  


Before creating the IEP, the school district must conduct an initial evaluation to determine the 


student’s eligibility and to identify Minor’s educational needs.305  An IEP is created by an “IEP 


Team” comprised of the child’s parents, at least one of Minor’s regular teachers, at least one of 


Minor’s special education teachers, a school board representative, an individual who can interpret 


evaluation results (who may be either one of the teachers or the school board representative) and, 


if appropriate, the child .306  The IEP must outline the student’s then-current educational 


status, establish annual goals, and detail the special educational services and other aids that the 


child will be provided.307  It also must provide, among other things, “the projected date for the 


 
301 Schaffer ex rel. Schaffer v. Weast, 546 U.S. 49 (2005).     
302 Congress defines FAPE as, “special education and related services that --(A) have been provided at public expense, 
under public supervision and direction, and without charge; (B) meet the standards of the State educational agency; 
(C) include an appropriate . . . education in the State involved; and (D) are provided in conformity with the 
individualized education program required under section 1414(d) of this title.  20 U.S.C. § 1401(9) (2022). 
303 See 20 U.S.C. § 1400(d)(1)(A) (2022). 
304 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A). 
305  20 U.S.C. §§ 1414(a)(1)(A)-(C). 
306 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(B). 
307 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A)(i). 
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beginning of the services and modifications . . . and the anticipated frequency, location, and 


duration of those services and modifications.”308  


 Rowley Standard 


 In Board of Education of Hendrick Hudson Central School District, Westchester County v. 


Rowley,309 the U.S. Supreme Court defined the contours of FAPE and established a two-pronged 


test to be used to determine if FAPE is being provided: (1) Has the State complied with the 


procedures set forth in the Act; and (2) Is the IEP that was developed through the Act’s procedures 


reasonably calculated to enable the child to receive educational benefits?310  If these requirements  


are met, compliance with the obligations imposed by Congress have been met.311  


 The Supreme Court in Endrew F. ex rel. Joseph F. v. Douglas County School. District, 


refined the Rowley FAPE standard to “a school must offer an IEP reasonably calculated to enable 


a child to make progress appropriate in light of the child’s circumstances.”312  The Supreme Court 


has held that “the essential function of an IEP is to set out a plan for pursuing academic and 


functional advancement.”313  An IEP is reasonably calculated to provide meaningful educational 


benefit if a multi-factor analysis indicates “(1) the program is individualized on the basis of the 


student’s assessment and performance; (2) the program is administered in the least restrictive 


environment; (3) the services are provided in a coordinated and collaborative manner by the key 


‘stakeholders’; and (4) positive academic and non-academic benefits are demonstrated.”314  A 


FAPE “need not be the best possible one, nor one that will maximize the child’s educational 


 
308 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A)(i)(VII). 
309 458 U.S. 176 (1982).  See J.L. v Mercer Island Sch. Dist., 592 F.3d 938, 951 (9th Cir. 2010) (Although the IDEA 
has been amended multiple times since 1982, Rowley is still controlling.)  The Supreme Court’s unanimous decision 
in Endrew F. ex rel. Joseph F. v. Douglas Cnty. Sch. Dist. RE-1, 137 S. Ct. 988 (2017), did not overturn Rowley.  
310 Rowley, 458 U.S. at 206-207.  
311 Rowley, 458 U.S. at 207. 
312 Endrew F. v. Douglas Cty. Sch. Dist. RE-1, 137 S. Ct. 988, 999 (2017). 
313 Endrew F., 137 S. Ct. at 992. 
314 Cypress-Fairbanks Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael F., 118 F.3d 245, 253 (5th Cir. 1997). 
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potential; rather, it need only be an education that is specifically designed to meet the child’s 


unique needs, supported by services that will permit [the child] to benefit from the instruction.”315  


The IDEA does not require that parental preferences be implemented in an IEP.316  The Rowley 


two-pronged inquiry is used to determine whether a public agency, such as School Board, has 


provided FAPE under the IDEA to a particular child with a disability.  


 The issue here is not whether the IEP was appropriately calculated to confer benefit to 


Minor, but whether the IEP was appropriately implemented. 


Procedural Compliance: The first Rowley prong was met by School Board.       


To satisfy the first prong of the Rowley test, the State must comply with procedures set 


forth in the Act.  Parent failed to prove that the alleged procedural violations impeded Minor’s 


right to FAPE, significantly impeded Parent’s opportunity to participate in the decision-making 


process regarding the provision of FAPE to Minor, or caused any deprivation of educational 


benefit. 


Any violation of the procedural requirements of IDEA amounts to a denial of FAPE if it 


impedes the child’s right to FAPE, significantly impedes the parent’s opportunity to participate in 


the decision-making process regarding the provision of FAPE to the child, or causes a deprivation 


of educational benefits.317  The IDEA is designed to establish a cooperative process between 


parents and schools.318  The central vehicle for this collaboration is the IEP process.  State 


educational authorities must identify and evaluate disabled children,319 develop an IEP for each 


 
315 Adam J. ex rel. Robert J. v. Keller Indep. Sch. Dist., 328 F.3d 804, 808 (5th Cir. 2003) (emphasis omitted) (citations 
omitted). 
316 Bradley ex rel. Bradley v. Arkansas Dep’t of Educ., 443 F.3d 965, 975 (8th Cir. 2006). 
317 20 U.S.C. § 1415(f)(3)(E)(ii) (2022). 
318 Rowley, 458 U.S. at 207.  
319 20 U.S.C. §§ 1414(a)-(c) (2022). 
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one,320 and review every IEP at least once a year.321  Each IEP must include an assessment of the 


child’s current educational performance, must articulate measurable educational goals, and must 


specify the nature of the special services that the school will provide.322  Parents must be informed 


about and consent to their child’s evaluations,323 and be included as members of the IEP Team.324  


They have the right to examine any records relating to their child, and to obtain an independent 


educational evaluation of the child.325  They must be given prior written notice of any changes in 


an IEP,326 and be notified in writing of the procedural safeguards available to them under the 


IDEA.327  If parents believe that an IEP is not appropriate, they may seek an administrative 


“impartial due process hearing.”328  Parent alleged that School Board failed to properly evaluate 


and identify Minor as possibly needing additional related services.  


 (A) Child Find 


 Louisiana’s child find mandate under the regulations for gifted/talented students contained 


in Bulletin 1706 is similar to the child find mandate under the IDEA.329  The child find regulation 


for gifted/talented students provides that each Local Education Agency (LEA) identify, locate, and 


evaluate each student suspected of having an exceptionality as gifted or talented in visual arts, 


music, or theatre 3 through 21 years of age, residing within its jurisdiction.330   


 Under the IDEA, a school district’s duty to identify, locate, and evaluate all children with 


disabilities is triggered when the district “had reason to suspect [the child] had a qualifying 


 
320 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(2). 
321 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(4). 
322 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A). 
323 20 U.S.C. § 1414(c)(3). 
324 20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(B). 
325 20 U.S.C. § 1415(b)(1). 
326 20 U.S.C. § 1415(b)(3). 
327 20 U.S.C. § 1415(d)(1). 
328 20 U.S.C. § 1415(f). 
329 See LAC 28:XLIII.1230, LAC 28:XLIII.1107, and LAC 28:XLIII.111. 
330 LAC 28:XLIII.1230.  
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disability.”331  An unreasonable delay in complying with this duty may constitute a procedural 


violation of the IDEA.332  In Spring Branch Indep. Sch. Dist. v. O.W., the court held that a finding 


of a child find violation turns on three inquiries: (1) the date the child find requirement triggered 


due to notice of a likely disability; (2) the date the child find duty was ultimately satisfied; and (3) 


the reasonableness of the delay between these two dates.333  The Court in O.W. stated that the 


reasonableness of the delay is not defined by the length but by the steps taken by the district during 


the relevant period.334  The Court further stated that a delay is reasonable when, throughout the 


period between notice and referral, a district takes proactive steps to comply with its child find 


duty to identify, locate, and evaluate students with disabilities.  Conversely, a time period is 


unreasonable when the district fails to take proactive steps throughout the period or ceases to take 


such steps.335  When determining reasonableness, the courts have employed a case-by-case 


approach and have considered only “the information and resources possessed by the district at a 


given point in time.”336   


 Minor has a primary exceptionality of autism and a secondary exceptionality of other health 


impairment.  At the State facilitated IEP meeting in August 2021, Parent requested that School 


Board, which is the LEA that has jurisdiction over where Minor resides, screen Minor for the gifted 


and talented program.  An SBLC meeting was held on October 27, 2021, to discuss Parent’s 


 
331 D.C. v. Klein Indep. Sch. Dist. 860 F.App’x 894, 901 (5th Cir. 2021) citing Dall. Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Woody, 865 
F.3d 303, 320 (5th Cir. 2017). 
332 Krawietz v. Galveston Indep. Sch. Dist., 900 F.3d 673, 676 (5th Cir. 2018) citing D.K. v. Abington Sch. Dist. 696 
F.3D 233, 249-50 (3rd Cir. 2012). 
333 Spring Branch Indep. Sch. Dist. v. O.W. ex rel. Hannah W., 961 F.3d 781, 793 (5th Cir. 2020), cert. denied, ––– 
U.S. ––––, 141 S. Ct. 1389, 209 L.Ed.2d 129 (2021); Krawietz v. Galveston Indep. Sch. Dist., 900 F.3d 673, 676 (5th 
Cir. 2018). 
334 Spring Branch, 961 F.3d at 793. 
335 Id. 
336 Ridley Sch. Dist. v. M.R., 680 F.3d 260, 272 (3d Cir. 2012) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted); see also 
Lisa M. v. Leander Indep. Sch. Dist., 924 F.3d 205, 214 (5th Cir. 2019) (stressing that it is inappropriate to consider 
hindsight evidence when reviewing an IDEA eligibility determination). 
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request for the gifted screening.  Subsequently, Minor was screened on October 28, 2021.337  


Another SBLC meeting was held sometime in October 2021, to discuss Parent’s request for the 


talented screening; Minor was then screened on November 8, 2021.338  School Board determined 


that Minor did not qualify for either the gifted or the talented program.  The delay between when 


the request was made and when the screenings were performed was approximately two months for 


the gifted program and three months for the talented program.   


 For the gifted and talented screenings, School Board took proactive steps, by scheduling 


SBLC meetings and receiving consent from Parent before the screenings were conducted; the delay 


was reasonable based on the particular facts of this case.  The reasonable delay did not amount to 


a denial of FAPE, it did not impede Minor’s right to FAPE, it did not significantly impede Parent’s 


opportunity to participate in the decision-making process regarding the provision of FAPE to 


Minor, and it did not cause a deprivation of educational benefits to the level of a procedural 


violation.   


 Parent also requested that School Board assess Minor for physical therapy services at the 


state facilitated IEP meeting on August 23, 2021.339  An SBLC meeting was held on September 9, 


2021, to discuss Parent’s request.  Subsequently, Minor was assessed on September 17, 2021, for 


physical therapy services.  The delay between the request and screening was 25 days, which is 


reasonable, particularly because School Board took proactive steps by scheduling the SBLC 


meeting within 17 days of the request to discuss the request and then performing the physical 


therapy assessment eight days later.  The reasonable delay did not amount to a denial of FAPE, it 


did not impede Minor’s right to FAPE, it did not significantly impede Parent’s opportunity to 


 
337 P 25, at p. 2. 
338 P 25, at p. 3. 
339 SB 7A, p. 5. 
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participate in the decision-making process regarding the provision of FAPE to Minor, and it did 


not cause a deprivation of educational benefits to the level of a procedural violation.   


 Parent failed to prove that School Board failed to properly evaluate and identify Minor as 


possibly needing additional related services. 


 (B) Failure to Provide Prior Written Notice of Refusals  


 Parent contended that because School Board did not provide  with prior written notice 


to address  many concerns, School Board failed to provide FAPE to Minor.  Parent failed to 


prove  contention. 


 A key procedural protection of state and federal special education law is that a school 


district must provide prior written notice to parents a reasonable time before the agency initiates 


or refuses to initiate or change a student’s educational placement or the provision of FAPE to the 


student.340  


 Parent contended that because School Board failed to provide  with a prior written 


notice after it failed to reimburse  for transportation and meal expenses she incurred transporting 


Minor to school and providing meals for Minor while at school, School Board failed to provide 


FAPE to Minor.  Parent failed to prove  contention.   


 (1) Minor’s Meals: Minor’s IEPs specify that Parent transports Minor to school and that 


she supplies meals for Minor because Minor has a milk and soy allergy.  Minor’s individualized 


health plan reflects that Parent supplies all meals for Minor and supplies all of Minor’s drinks pre-


thickened.  Testimony from Purchasing Coordinator Area Supervisor shows that School Board has 


provided modified menus, containing foods free from milk and soy, to Parent for review and 


approval.  School Board has also provided foods through its contractor to satisfy its obligation to 


 
340 20 U.S.C. §1415(b)(3); 34 C.F.R. §300.503(a) (2022); LAC 28:XLIII.504.A. 
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provide meal service to Minor; however, Parent choses to provide the meals .  Although  


testified that the meals provided by School Board contained milk and soy,  did not provide 


sufficient evidence to support  testimony.   also failed to show that the foods listed in the 


modified menu contained milk or soy.   


 Based on the preponderance of the evidence, Parent failed to prove that School Board 


refused to provide Minor with FAPE, and  failed to prove that School Board had an obligation 


to provide  with a prior written notice.  School Board did not violate IDEA procedures on this 


issue. 


 (2) Minor’s Transportation: Parent argued that School Board did not implement both 


IEPs because it failed to provide Minor with transportation services as noted in IEPs.  Minor’s 


IEPs show that Minor is approved to receive transportation services.341  Prior to School Board 


providing those services, Parent noted many concerns regarding safety of the bus stop, and whether 


an aide would be on the bus to assist Minor.  A transportation meeting was held on September 29, 


2021, with Parent and School Board personnel.342  Parent was offered a transportation plan, which 


she refused to approve.343  Because Parent failed to consent to the services, School Board could 


not implement the portion of the IEP that provides transportation services to Minor.   


 Based on credible testimony by School Board personnel, School Board is ready to provide 


transportation services to Minor, but Parent has chosen to provide those services for Minor.  Parent 


has failed to prove that School Board denied Minor FAPE, and she failed to prove that School 


Board had an obligation to provide  with a prior written notice regarding Minor’s transportation.  


 
341 P 31, p. 10-13; Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for Elementary Programs, Transcript 
Hearing Day 4, p. 195; Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Instructional Specialist, Transcript Hearing Day 
3, p. 146. 
342 P 31, p. 10-13. 
343 P 31, p. 10-13; Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Supervisor for Elementary Programs, Transcript 
Hearing Day 4, p. 195; Testimony of Exceptional Student Services Instructional Specialist, Transcript Hearing Day 
3, p. 146. 
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School Board did not violate IDEA procedures on this issue. 


Substantive Compliance: The second Rowley prong was met by School Board 


 The U.S. Supreme Court in Endrew F. refined the second prong of the Rowley test and 


determined the IEP must be reasonably calculated to enable child to make progress in light of 


child’s circumstances.344  Parent did not prove that Minor’s IEPs were not reasonably calculated 


to enable Minor to make progress in light of Minor’s circumstances.  Parent failed to show that the 


IEP goals were not adequately designed to address Minor’s unique needs.   


 In determining whether the second test of the Rowley inquiry has been satisfied, the United 


States Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in Cypress-Fairbanks Independent School District v. Michael 


F. by Barry F.345 established a four-factor test: (1) Is the program individualized on the basis of 


the student’s assessment and performance; (2) Is the program administered in the least restrictive 


environment; (3) Are the services provided in a coordinated and collaborative manner by the key 


“stakeholders;” and (4) Are positive academic and non-academic benefits demonstrated? 346  The 


Fifth Circuit has treated the factors “as indicators of when an IEP meets the requirements of 


IDEA,” but has not specified how these factors should be weighed.347  The factors are a guide in 


a fact-intensive inquiry of whether an IEP provided educational benefit.348  Where a “party is 


challenging the implementation of the IEP, as Parent is, that party must show more than a de 


minimis failure to implement all elements of that IEP, and, instead, must demonstrate that the 


school board or other authorities failed to implement substantial or significant provisions of the 


 
344 Endrew F. v. Douglas Cty. Sch. Dist. RE-1, 137 S. Ct. 988, 999, and 1002 (2017). 
345 Cypress-Fairbanks Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael F. by Barry F, 118 F.3d 245 (5th Cir. 1997). 
346 Id. at 253. 
347 See Richardson Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael Z., 580 F.3d 286, 293 (5th Cir.2009); Cypress-Fairbanks, 118 F.3d at 
245 (5th Cir. 1997).  See also Klein Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Hovem, 690 F.3d 390, 396 (5th Cir. 2012).  
348 See Richardson Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael Z., 580 F.3d 286, 293 (5th Cir. 2009); Klein Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Hovem, 
690 F.3d 390, 396 (5th Cir. 2012).  
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IEP.”349   


 (1) Cypress-Fairbanks Factor One 


 Parent failed to prove that Minor’s IEPs were not individualized based on Minor’s assessed 


abilities and performance.  Parent offered no evidence that Minor’s IEPs were not individualized 


based on Minor’s assessed abilities and performance.  The record contains evidence of multiple 


IEP meetings attended by Parent and School Board staff, including a two-day state facilitated IEP 


meeting.  SBLC meetings were held by Parent and stakeholders to address Parent’s concerns and 


resolve issues related to Minor’s education and related services.   


 (2) Cypress-Fairbanks Factor Two 


  Parent failed to prove that Minor’s educational program was not provided in the least 


restrictive environment.  The IDEA requires that “[t]o the maximum extent appropriate, children 


with disabilities . . . are educated with children who are not disabled.”350  The requirement that the 


child be educated in the “general education curriculum” reflects the notion that disabled children 


must be placed in the “least restrictive environment” in which they can receive a FAPE.351  The 


court in Daniel R.R. v. State Bd. of Educ., held that “[W]hen education in a regular classroom 


cannot meet the handicapped child’s unique needs, the presumption in favor of mainstreaming is 


overcome and the school need not place the child in regular education.”352   


Minor’s IEPs show that Minor is in the regular classroom less than 40 percent of the day, 


 
349 Houston Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Bobby R., 200 F.3d 341, 349 (5th Cir. 2000); Houston Indep. Sch. Dist. v. V.P. ex rel. 
Juan P., 582 F.3d 576, 587 (5th Cir. 2009); see B.B. v. Catahoula Par. Sch. Dist., CIV A., 11-1451, 2013 WL 5524976, 
at *12 (W.D. La. Oct. 3, 2013).   
350 20 U.S.C. § 1412(a)(5)(A) (2022). 
351 M.S. ex rel. Simchick v. Fairfax Cty. Sch. Bd., 553 F.3d 315, 327 (4th Cir. 2009); DeVries By DeBlaay v. Fairfax 
Cty. Sch. Bd., 882 F.2d 876, 878 (4th Cir. 1989) (“Mainstreaming of handicapped children into regular school 
programs where they might have opportunities to study and to socialize with non handicapped children is not only a 
laudable goal but is also a requirement of the Act.”). 
352 Daniel R.R. v. State Bd. of Educ., 874 F.2d 1036, 1045 (5th Cir. 1989). 
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where Minor receives instruction in Science, Social Studies, Art/Music, and PE.353  The IEP team 


noted in Minor’s IEPs that based on Minor’s academic, communication, and social skills, Minor 


needs a highly structured environment, and that services can be appropriately implemented in a 


setting that is inside the regular classroom less than 40 percent of the school day.354  The IEP team 


also agreed that this placement will serve Minor best and that it is the least restrictive environment 


for .355  Parent did not provide any evidence to contradict the decision of the IEP team.  Parent 


did not meet  burden to prove that Minor’s educational program was not provided in the least 


restrictive environment.  


 (3) Cypress-Fairbanks Factor Three 


       Parent did not prove that services were not sufficiently provided in a coordinated and 


collaborative manner by the key stakeholders.  To demonstrate lack of coordination among the key 


stakeholders, a party must “show more than a de minimis failure to implement all elements of that 


IEP, and, instead, must demonstrate that the school board or other authorities failed to implement 


substantial or significant provisions of the IEP.”356  Coordination and collaboration requires 


participants to communicate outside of IEP meetings to ensure the child’s needs are met.357  It also 


requires key stakeholders to receive adequate training in order to implement the IEP properly.358  


The School Board developed Minor’s IEPs with participation from a diverse group of 


individuals with personal knowledge of Minor, including Parent, Special Education Teacher, 


Adapted PE Teacher, Regular Education Teacher, School Nurse, Speech Pathologist, and 


 
353 SB 5, p. 21; SB 7A, p. 21. 
354 SB 5, p. 21. 
355 SB 5, pp. 21, 24; SB 7A, p. 22. 
356 See Houston Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Bobby R., 200 F.3d 341, 349 (5th Cir. 2000), D.B. v. Houston Indep. Sch. Dist., 
No. Civ. A. H-06-354, 2007 WL 2947443 at *10 (S.D. Tex. Sept. 29, 2007).   
357 Houston Indep. Sch. Dist. v. V.P. ex rel. Juan P., 582 F.3d 576, 587 (5th Cir. 2009); see B.B. v. Catahoula Par. 
Sch. Dist., CIV A., 11-1451, 2013 WL 5524976, at *12 (W.D. La. Oct. 3, 2013).   
358 Houston Indep. Sch. Dist. v. V.P. ex rel. Juan P., 582 F.3d 576, 588 (5th Cir. 2009), see B.B. v. Catahoula Par. 
Sch. Dist., CIV A., 11-1451, 2013 WL 5524976, at *12 (W.D. La. Oct. 3, 2013). 
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Psychologist, Board-Certified Behavioral Analyst.359  Several individuals including Minor’s 


Special Education Teacher, School Nurse, Minor’s Adapted PE Teacher, Child Specific 


Paraprofessional, and Speech Pathologist, also provided credible testimony on how they 


implemented Minor’s IEP and the various services they provided Minor.  The record demonstrates 


that various key stakeholders developed and implemented Minor’s IEPs.  Parent did not prove that 


the services provided to Minor were not provided in a coordinated and collaborative manner.360   


Parent alleged five instances where School Board failed to implement Minor’s IEPs as 


written and failed to provide the accommodations and services determined appropriate and 


necessary by Minor’s IEPs.  First, that Minor was not taught ASL by the stakeholders.  Second, 


that the incident in school where Minor ate a cracker showed that School Board did not implement 


Minor’s IEP and protect the health of Minor.  Third, that School Board failed to provide Minor 


with transportation services as noted in the IEP.  Fourth, that School Board failed to provide Minor 


with thickening liquid, and food free of milk and soy.  Fifth, that School Board failed to screen 


Minor for the gifted and talented program. 


a. Minor was taught ASL by the stakeholders  


Parent testified that Minor was not taught ASL as reflected in Minor’s IEP.  Minor’s 


Special Education Teacher testified that Deaf and Hard of Hearing Teacher provided ASL 


information and signs to her, and that she implemented same in her teachings with Minor.  Deaf 


and Hard of Hearing Teacher testified about the many modalities she used to provide support to 


the Special Education Teacher and others who teach Minor.  Parent did not provide any evidence 


that Minor was not instructed with ASL as provided in Minor’s IEPs.   


 
359 See SB 5, p.1; SB 7A, pp. 1-3. 
360  Houston Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Bobby R., 200 F.3d 341, 348 (5th Cir. 2000). See also D.B. v. Houston Indep. Sch. 
Dist., No. Civ. A. H-06-354, 2007 WL 2947443 (S.D. Tex. Sept. 29, 2007). 
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Parent also alleged that both IEPs document that there will be opportunities for Parent and 


family to undergo ASL training using multiple formats, but that she has not participated in any 


training.  Principal testified that School Board provides training for parents of students with autism, 


but that School has not had additional trainings.361  The lack of opportunities for Parent and family 


to undergo ASL training using multiple formats is not a failure by School Board to implement 


substantial or significant provisions of the IEP because Minor learns using multiple modalities.  


Additionally, Principal testified that School has not had additional trainings, not that School has 


refused to provide opportunities for Parent and family to undergo ASL training using multiple 


formats.   


b. School Board Implemented IEP After Minor Ate a Cracker  


Parent argued that the incident in school where Minor ate a cracker showed that School 


Board did not implement the IEPs and did not protect Minor’s health.  Minor’s IEPs and health 


plan, reflect that Minor is allergic to milk and soy.  Minor’s health plan, which is part of the IEP, 


is specific on what must be done should Minor come in contact with milk and soy.  On November 


12, 2021, during recess, Minor found a cracker on the ground at recess and ate it.  The School 


Nurse provided credible testimony on what steps she took after Minor ate the cracker.  She 


followed the health plan as written; she checked Minor for any allergic reaction, and finding none, 


she contacted Parent to inform  about the incident.  Parent insisted that EMS be called and then 


arrived to accompany Minor to the ER.  Parent insisted that Minor was experiencing symptoms 


because Minor had a cough.  Parent failed to provide credible evidence to contradict School Nurse 


or testimony of Special Education Teacher that Minor had a runny nose and cough362 prior to 


ingesting the cracker.  Additionally, the ER notes do not support Parent’s contention that Minor 


 
361 Testimony of Principal, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 82. 
362 Testimony of Special Education Teacher Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 105. 
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was experiencing any signs of an allergic reaction to the cracker.  The Emergency Department 


triage assessment note indicated that Minor had no symptoms/complaints.363  The Emergency 


Department triage assessment note did not document that any treatment was provided to Minor.  


School Nurse and other School staff reacted promptly and appropriately regarding the cracker 


incident; they followed the steps provided in the health plan.  Parent did not provide any evidence 


that Minor’s health plan was not implemented. 


c. Transportation Services for Minor  


The transportation issue is discussed above in the procedural section of this Decision.  


Because Parent failed to consent to transportation services and chose to provide those for Minor, 


School Board could not implement the portion of the IEP that provides transportation services to 


Minor.   


d. Provision of Milk and Soy Meals for Minor  


The provision of milk- and soy-free foods to Minor is discussed above in the procedural 


section of this Decision.  Because Parent has chosen to provide milk- and soy-free foods for Minor, 


School Board could not implement the portion of the IEP that provides meals services to Minor.  


Parent testified that Minor is subject to aspiration and that all liquids must be thickened 


with maltodextrin/xanthan gum to nectar-thick consistency.364  The IEPs and the health plan 


provide that Parent will provide liquids pre-thickened.  Parent did not prove that School Board 


failed to implement the IEPs.  


e. Screening for Gifted and Talented Program  


Parent argued that School Board did not implement Minor’s IEPs because it failed to screen 


Minor for the gifted and talented program.  Minor’s screening for gifted and talented program is 


 
363 P 52, p. 16. 
364 SB 8, p. 3. 
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discussed above in the procedural section of this Decision.  Evidence shows that Minor was 


screened for the gifted and talented program and did not meet the standard to participate in either 


program.365   


 (4) Cypress-Fairbanks Factor Four 


Parent did not prove that Minor has not achieved positive academic and non-academic 


benefits.  The record and testimony show Minor demonstrated academic and non-academic 


benefits from the IEPs.  Parent failed to show that the IEP goals were not adequately designed to 


address Minor’s unique needs.   


In Houston Independent School District v. V.P. ex rel. Juan P.,366 the Fifth Circuit 


described this fourth prong as “[p]erhaps one of the most critical factors.”367  The factor seeks to 


determine “whether the student was obtaining benefits from the IEP.”368  The educational benefit 


“cannot be a mere modicum or de minimus; rather, an IEP must be likely to produce progress, not 


regression or trivial educational advancement.”369  In Bobby R., the court held that it is not 


necessary for a child to improve in every area to receive an educational benefit; rather, a child’s 


improvement must be more than trivial.370  In Endrew F.,371 the Supreme Court stated that “to 


meet its substantive obligation under IDEA, a school must offer an IEP reasonably calculated to 


enable a child to make progress appropriate in light of the child’s circumstances.”372  The adequacy 


of a given IEP turns on the unique circumstances of the child for whom it was created.373   


 
365 P 25, p. 2; SB 10, pp. 1-2; SB 11, pp. 1-4. 
366 Houston Independent School District v. V.P. ex rel. Juan P., 582 F. 3d 576 (5th Cir. 2009).  
367 Id. at 588.  
368 Id. (citing Cypress-Fairbanks Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael F. by Barry F, 118 F.3d 245, 252 (5th Cir. 1997)). 
369 Richardson Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael Z, 580 F. 3d 286, 292 (5th Cir. 2009) (citing Cypress-Fairbanks, 118 F. 
3d at 248). 
370 Bobby R., 200 F.3d 341 at 349 -50. 
371 Endrew F. ex rel. Joseph F. v. Douglas County School District RE-1, 137 S. Ct. 988 (2017). 
372 Id. at 999.  
373 Endrew F., 137 S. Ct. at 1001. 
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 Parent argued that Minor made minimal progress in communicating using ASL.  Testimony 


from Special Education Teacher indicated that Minor communicates by pointing, using Minor’s 


AT device, and verbalizing at times, but that Minor does not communicate using ASL.374  


However, Minor’s Special Education Teacher also testified that Minor had made some progress in 


ASL.  Special Education Teacher testified that she used ASL to teach Minor Minor’s one-word 


spelling words; however, the pace was too fast for Minor.375  Special Education Teacher then 


switched and used ASL to teach Minor familiar words, like popcorn, bubbles, running, and 


walking.376  Speech Pathologist testified Minor uses three ASL signs with Speech Pathologist, 


“thank you,” “more,” and “popcorn.”377  Additionally, Minor models signs after Speech 


Pathologist signs.  


The question is whether School Board offered an IEP reasonably calculated to enable 


Minor to make progress appropriate in light of Minor’s circumstances.  The answer is yes.  Minor’s 


IEPs show that Minor uses multiple modalities to learn.378  Those modalities include sign language, 


tablet use, and ASL.379  Minor’s communication plan also shows that the staff communicate with 


Minor through verbal communication, symbols, modeling with communication system, sign 


language, gestures, and AAC device/system.380  The communication plan also documents that 


Minor uses color and black/white symbols to communicate, and Minor also has access to an iPad 


with Speak For Yourself on which Minor is able to access 50 symbols on the device.381  Minor’s 


IEPs do not specify one modality over the other, and Minor is able to communicate using the other 


 
374 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, pp. 90-91, 114. 
375 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 113. 
376 Testimony of Special Education Teacher, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 113. 
377 Testimony of Speech Pathologist, Transcript Hearing Day 4, p. 140. 
378 SB 5, p. 2; SB 12, pp. 7-8. 
379 SB 5, p. 2; SB 12, pp. 7-8. 
380 SB 7B, pp. 8-9. 
381 SB 7B, pp. 8-10. 
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language modalities available to  as specified in the IEPs.  Because Minor is able to 


communicate using the other language modalities available to  as specified in the IEPs, Minor 


has made progress in light of Minor’s circumstances.  Therefore, Minor has received FAPE and 


Minor’s IEP has been implemented with fidelity.  


Minor’s IEPs delineated seven382 or eight383 instructional plans, each with measurable 


academic/functional goals, and methods of measurements, for the following content areas: 


Reading/Spelling; Mathematics; Writing/Sensory Processing; Gross Motor; Language; 


Compliance/Following Directions; Social Interaction/Self Expressions; and Toileting and Routine 


Handwashing.  Minor’s progress reports show that in all content areas, Minor has made sufficient 


progress towards the IEPs goals.   


a. Reading/Spelling  


For Reading/Spelling, the IEP goal was that given visual cues, visual support, three 


choices, and sign support, Minor will identify characters and setting in a story, answer questions 


about key details in a story, and spell, read or point to the words named with 80 percent accuracy 


as measured by teacher-made tests and observational data by the end of the IEP year.384  In both 


IEPs, Minor’s Special Education Teacher documented that Minor is able to correctly  


spell/read/point to the word named with 80 percent accuracy as measured by teacher-made tests 


and observational data.385   


b. Mathematics  


For Mathematics, Minor’s goal in the March 19, 2021, IEP was that given manipulatives, 


verbal cues, frequent review/practice, sign support, and sensory strategies, Minor will add/subtract 


 
382 SB 5, pp 6-12. 
383 SB 7A, pp 8-15. 
384 SB 5, p. 6; SB 7A, p. 8. 
385 SB 5, pp. 81, 88; SB 12, pp. 1, 5. 
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within 10, count up to 20 objects, and compare two objects with a measurable attribute in common 


(more/less, >, <, or =, short/tall, and big/small) with 80 percent accuracy as measured by checklist 


and observational data by the end of the IEP school year.386  Minor’s goal in the State Facilitated 


IEP was that given manipulatives, verbal cues, frequent review/practice, sign support, and sensory 


strategies, the student will add/subtract within 10, count up to 25 objects, and compare two objects 


with a measurable attribute in common (more/less, >, <, or =, short/tall, and big/small) with 80 


percent accuracy as measured by checklist and observational data by the end of the IEP school 


year.387 


In both IEPs, Minor’s special education teacher documented that Minor made sufficient 


progress toward each IEP goal.  The May 20, 2021, IEP progress report reflects that Minor, when 


given manipulatives, verbal cues, frequent review/practice, sign support, and sensory strategies, 


was able to subtract within 10, count up to 20 objects, and compare two objects with a measurable 


attribute in common (more/less, >, <, or =, short/tall, and big/small) with 68 percent accuracy as 


measured by teacher-made tests and observational data.388  The October 15, 2021, IEP progress 


report documented that Minor achieved objective with 45 percent accuracy.389  


c. Writing/Sensory Processing  


For Writing/Sensory Processing, the IEP goal was that given verbal/physical prompts and 


assistance, sign support, visual supports, sensory strategies, and adapted tools as needed, Minor 


will print/type Minor’s first and last name while holding a writing utensil with a functional grasp 


for four out of five activities for six random checks during a nine-week grading period as measured 


 
386 SB 5, p. 7. 
387 SB 7A, p. 9. 
388 SB 5, pp. 82, 88. 
389 SB 12, pp. 2, 5. 
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by observational data and checklist by the end of the IEP year.390  


In both the May 20, 2021, and the October 15, 2021, IEP progress reports, Minor’s Special 


Education Teacher documented that Minor made sufficient progress and is on target toward 


achieving this goal.391 Minor’s special education teacher, in the May 20, 2021, IEP progress report 


noted that Minor is able to print/type Minor’s first and last name while holding a writing utensil 


with a functional grasp for two of five activities as measured by observational data and work 


samples.392  Minor’s special education teacher also documented that Minor continues to show 


improvements with Minor’s writing, cutting and coordination activities, and that a token system 


continues to be implemented with good results.393  Minor’s special education teacher, in the 


October 15, 2021, IEP progress report noted that Minor was able to correct line placement for one 


out of five activities, and that Minor needs continued practice with proper spacing and correct line 


placement.394 


d. Gross Motor  


For gross motor, the IEP goal was that given visual cues, with fading physical prompting, 


sign support, and abundant practice in various settings including virtual, Minor will throw a ball 


and hit a target 5 feet in distance, kick a rolled ball so it travels 5 feet, walk to and kick a ball so it 


travels forward 5 feet and hits a target, and execute a variety of balance and spatial awareness 


activities, by the end of the IEP year as measured by daily documentation logs and APE 


assessments.395  This goal was broken into four objectives: (1) given visual cues, verbal cues, with 


fading physical prompting, sign support, and abundant practice in various settings including 


 
390 SB 5, p. 12; SB 7A, p. 10. 
391 SB 5, pp. 87, 89; SB 12, pp. 3, 5. 
392 SB 5, p. 89. 
393 SB 5, p. 89. 
394 SB 12, pp. 3, 5. 
395 SB 5, p. 10. 
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virtual, Minor will throw a ball and hit a target 5 feet in distance upon request three of five trials 


on three occasions, by the end of the IEP year as measured by daily documentation logs and APE 


assessments; (2) given visual cues, verbal cues, with fading physical prompting, sign support, and 


abundant practice in various settings including virtual, Minor will kick a rolled ball so it travels 5 


feet, three of five trials, by the end of the IEP year as measured by daily documentation logs and 


APE assessments; (3) given visual cues, verbal cues, with fading physical prompting, sign support, 


and abundant practice in various settings including virtual, Minor will walk to and kick a ball so it 


travels forward 5 feet, three of five trials. by the end of the IEP year as measured by daily 


documentation logs and APE assessments; and (4) given visual cues, verbal cues, with fading 


physical prompting, sign support, and abundant practice in various settings including virtual, 


Minor will execute a variety of balance and spatial awareness activities three of five trials with 70 


percent accuracy, by the end of the IEP year as measured by daily documentation logs and APE 


assessments.396 


In both the May 18, 2021, and the October 15, 2021, IEP progress reports, Minor’s Adapted 


PE Teacher documented that Minor made sufficient progress and is on target toward achieving 


goal.397  In the May 18, 2021, IEP progress report, Minor’s APE teacher documented the 


following: in objective 1, Minor is able to throw a bean bag or small ball upon request and hit a 


target 5 feet in distance one out of five times; 398 in objective 2, Minor is able to kick a rolled ball 


independently one out of five times;399 in objective 3, Minor has been able to complete this skill 


two out of five times with one hand held;400 in objective 4, Minor has executed one out of five 


 
396 SB 5, p. 10. 
397 SB 5, pp. 85, 88; SB 12, pp. 4, 6. 
398 SB 5, pp. 85, 88. 
399 SB 5, p. 88. 
400 SB 5, p. 88. 
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with 70 percent accuracy; and that “Minor was able to walk on a balance beam independently and 


has been able to main [sic] personal space during different activities.”401 


In the October 15, 2021, IEP progress report, Minor’s APE teacher documented the 


following: in objective 1, Minor is able to throw a small ball/similar object 5 feet with direction 


four out of five trials;402 in objective 2, Minor has kicked a rolled ball so it traveled 5 feet one out 


of five times independently and that Minor can complete the skill with physical prompting three 


out of five times;403 in objective 3, Minor has worked on walking to and kicking a stationary ball 


with direction; and that Minor is able to complete this objective with one hand held and minimal 


prompting three out of five trial and that Minor will work on completing the skill independently 


the next grading period;404 in objective 4 Minor has participated in a variety of balance and spatial 


awareness activities during the grading period three out of five times trials with 50 percent 


accuracy; that Minor has participated in a balance beam activity on several occasions, participated 


in a gross motor obstacle course, and locomotor skills.405 


e. Language  


For Language, the IEP goal was that Minor will answer questions or give information about 


daily living activities or from a story read orally with increased use of verbalizations, picture 


communication symbols, AT device, and/or signs with 80 percent accuracy by the end of the IEP 


year as measured by observational data and documentation logs.406   


In both the May 18, 2021, and the October 15, 2021, IEP progress reports, Minor’s Speech 


Pathologist documented that Minor made sufficient progress and is on target toward achieving the 


 
401 SB 5, p. 88. 
402 SB 12, p. 4. 
403 SB 12, pp. 4, 6. 
404 SB 12, p. 6. 
405 SB 12, p. 6. 
406 SB 5, p. 9. 
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goal.407  Minor’s Speech Pathologist documented on May 18, 2021, that therapy has continued to 


focus on increasing Minor’s verbal expression, answering questions using Minor’s AT device and 


learning sign language, and that Minor’s progress level is 70 percent with visual and verbal 


stimulation provided.408  Minor’s Speech Pathologist documented that Minor’s overall 


spontaneous verbalizations has increased; that Minor is answering questions using verbalizations, 


picture communication symbols, AT device, and/or signs with 50 percent accuracy given moderate 


cues; and that Minor currently typically responds verbally to questions but is provided opportunity 


to utilize AT device, signs, and picture communication symbols as needed.409  


f. Compliance/Following Directions  


For Compliance/Following Directions, the IEP goal was that given verbal cues, sensory 


strategies, visual supports and sign support, Minor will stay in seat, stay on task, and keep hands, 


feet, and objects to self for at least 10 percent improvement in performance when compared to 


baseline levels as measured by observational data and behavior charting by the end of the IEP 


year.410  The March 19, 2021, IEP shows that Minor’s baseline levels is that Minor’s behavior is 


inappropriate, interferes with Minor’s functioning in the classroom, and that Minor has difficulty 


with task attention (sitting still and listening to the teacher), keeping hands, feet, and objects to 


self.411  The May 20, 2021, IEP progress report shows that Minor made sufficient progress toward 


the IEP goal.412  Minor’s special education teacher documented in the IEP that when given verbal 


cues, sensory strategies, visual supports and sign support, Minor is able to stay in seat 43 percent 


of the time, stay on task 45 percent of the time, and keep hands, feet, and objects to self 47 percent 


 
407 SB 5, p. 84; SB 12, p. 7. 
408 SB 5, pp. 84, 88. 
409 SB 12, pp. 7, 8. 
410 SB 5, p. 8. 
411 SB 5, pp. 83, 88. 
412 SB 5, p. 83. 
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of the time as measured by observational data and behavior charting.413   


 Minor’s baseline from the State Facilitated IEP is the same as documented in the March 


19, 2021, IEP, above.  Based on that baseline, Minor’s special education teacher documented on 


the October 15, 2021, IEP progress report that Minor has made sufficient progress toward 


achieving the goal because given verbal cues, sensory strategies, visual supports and sign support, 


Minor is able to stay in seat (37 percent), stay on task (40 percent), keep hands, feet, and objects 


to self (37 percent) as measured by observational data and behavior charting.414 


g. Social Interaction/Self Expressions  


For social interaction/self expressions, the IEP goal was that given sensory strategies, 


verbal cues, sign support, visual support (e.g. choice boards or visual schedule), social stories, and 


modeling (video modeling/peer-modeling/computer-aided programs) as needed, Minor will be 


able to engage in cooperative play and initiate communicative interactions with at least one other 


peer, five out of five opportunities, as measured by Observational Data and Checklist by the end 


of the IEP year.415  Both the May 20, 2021, and October 15, 2021, IEP progress reports document 


that Minor made sufficient progress toward achieving goal, Minor was able to engage in 


cooperative play and initiate communicative interactions with at least one other peer, two out of 


five opportunities.416   


h. Toileting and Routine Handwashing417  


For toileting and routine handwashing, the IEP goal was that Minor would demonstrate 


independent toileting and routine handwashing with 90 percent accuracy as measured by 


 
413 SB 5, pp. 83, 88. 
414 SB 12, pp. 9, 13. 
415 SB 7A, p. 14. 
416 SB 5, pp. 86, 88; SB 12, pp. 10, 13. 
417 This content area was included only in the State-Facilitated IEP. See SB 7A, p. 15.  
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documentation logs by the end of the IEP year.  In the October 15, 2021, IEP progress report, 


Special Education Teacher documented that Minor has demonstrated independent toileting and 


routine handwashing with 55 percent accuracy as measured by documentation logs.418   


The evidence and testimony show Minor obtaining benefits and making sufficient progress 


in the content areas contained in the IEPs.  As stated in Bobby R., it is not necessary for a child to 


improve in every area to receive an educational benefit; rather, a child’s improvement must be 


more than trivial.419  The evidence presented show that Minor’s improvements are not trivial, and 


that Minor has made appropriate progress in light of Minor’s circumstances.  Parent failed to show 


that the IEP goals were not adequately designed to address Minor’s unique needs.  


Conclusion  


 Parent did not prove that School Board failed to comply with the procedures set forth in the 


IDEA or that School Board failed to provide FAPE to Minor.  Parent’s complaint is dismissed, 


and Parent is not entitled to any of the requested remedies.      


ORDER 


IT IS ORDERED that Parent’s December 3, 2021, due process complaint, alleging School 


Board denied Minor a free appropriate public education is DISMISSED. 


IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Parent’s requested remedies are DENIED. 


Rendered and signed on June 9, 2022, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 
 


 
 
      ________________________________ 
      Adaora Chukudebelu 
      Administrative Law Judge 
      Division of Administrative Law 
 


 
418 SB 12, pp. 11, 14. 
419 Bobby R., 200 F.3d at 349-50.  
 


NOTICE OF TRANSMISSION OF DECISION OR ORDER 
 


I certify that on _____________________________, I have sent a copy of 


this decision/order to all parties of this matter. 


 


Clerk of Court 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


 
 


Friday, June 10, 2022
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REVIEW RIGHTS 
 


This hearing decision is final unless it is appealed.  Any aggrieved party has the right to 


appeal the findings and decision by filing a civil action within ninety (90) days from the date of 


this decision in a state court of competent jurisdiction or in a district court of the United States in 


accordance with Louisiana Administrative Code 28:XLIII.516. 
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Appendix of Terms 


Parent   


Minor   


School   


School Board  East Baton Rouge Parish School Board 


Parent Advocate   


Cofounder and Codirector 
Step Up Louisiana 


  


Grandfather   


Director of Exceptional Student Services  Elizabeth Chapman 


School Nurse   


Chief Academic Officer  Dr. Michael Robinson 


Purchasing Coordinator Area Supervisor  Cecile Grisby 


Exceptional Student Services 
Transportation Supervisor 


 Donna Broussard 


Supervisor of Health Services  Jacqueline Duvic 


Project Manager for External Partnerships  Chrisdalynn Lyles 


Parent Family Engagement Specialist  Nicole Norwood 


Dean of Students   


School Counselor    


Adapted Physical Educator   


Exceptional Student Services Supervisor  Patrice Hudson 


Psychologist, Board-Certified 
Behavioral Analyst 


  


Exceptional Student Services 


Paraprofessional 


 
 


Exceptional Student Services 
Instructional Specialist 


 Eva Adolfo 


Deaf and Hard of Hearing Teacher   


Program Facilitator  Linda Spain 


Principal    
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Child Specific Paraprofessional 
for Minor Child 


 Carneisha Galmon  


Interim Chief of Schools  Arcelius Brickhouse 


Special Education Teacher for Minor Child  Adele Henry 


Speech Pathologist for Minor Child  Kayla Peterson 


Exceptional Student Services 
Supervisor for Elementary Programs 


 Dr. Janet Harris 


 


                                  Occupational Therapist         Jessica Franks 
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